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Plant Diseases.
At present there are do adequate Fed
eral inspection and quarantine law:
tbe
govern ing
importation into th<
United States of trees, shrabs, seeds
bu bs, etc., which may harbor ur carrj
injurious fungi and bacteria and suet
State laws as exist are quite limited ir
their scope. Consequently all owners ol
timber land, nurserymen, seedsmen, anc
growers uf plants of economic or orua
mental value should bt· constantly on
tbe alert to guard against the introduc
tian of new ami dangerous plant diseases
This caution particularly applies to in
Λ few apple, pear 01
dividual farmers.
plum trees, or small-fruit shrubs 01
vines for the kitchen garden, or some
highly recommended seed potato tubers,
bought of some out-of-state deaier or
from Europe, may be the

C. Leavitt Co.,

and

I

practical agricultural topic

la solicited.
Âddreea «11 communications li
tended for this department to Ukmsv I
Haiuumd, Agricultural K-lltor Oxford l>enc
ocrat, Parle. Me.

means

Hardware,

m.,

PLOW."

of introducing new and dangerous
diseases of important Maine crops.
Such has been the case in the past and
Dentist,
Much will be the case in the future unies*
ME.
NORWAY,
,'UI I'.L.H κ,
there is thorough and h ar y cooperate η
affected there21tf atuong those who will be
-» to li—1 to.'».
by. The stem aud tuber diseases vf the
as
"black-leg",
potato, kuown in Europe
In
without doubt came in this way.
the intromissed
190$) Main» narrowly
duction (upou seedling pine trees) of the
.'.tin St., Norway, Me.
European currant rust which in oneof it'n
stages produces a very destructive blight
Now the wart disof the white pine.
ease, one of the most dangerous au<l
destructive diseases of the potato tuber,
lias crossed the Atlantic aud has become
It ha*
established in Newfoundland.
not reached the mainland of Canada and
the Uuited Males, but may do so at any
^
of Pipe Repairing, Lead time.
This disease, since it first appeared in 18i>C has spread over a large
and Iron.
portion of the potato growiug sections
of Europe, and land where it appears
T«l«|<hnn· 1:14-11.
remains infected for an undetermined
at least six years or
time thereafter

Wm

L.

on

TUB

imported
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Farmers are urged to become familiar
with the characters of the common plan'
diseases and to be on the lookout for
Since the
>hi>se which may be new.
iuiroduction, dissémination and prevaare
lence of plant diseases
primarily
maMersof public importance, tue Maiue
Agricultural Expertr.eut Station will,
so far as possible, identify all specimen»
of plant diseases which are sent accordIt
ing to tbe following direction".
remedial measures are known the sender
will be advised as to treatment without

The University of Maine.
Hon. A. E. Winsbip, the editor of tbi
Journal of Educatioo and a recognizee
educational leader, recently visited th<
University of Maine and the following
appeared in a recent issue of his journa
m
the editorial department.
Coming
from Dr. Winsbip it is a very «real
ol
institution
a
Maine
to
compliment

we are all, justly, very proud.
"Seven years have signified much to
this institution, more than to any other
of the local educational institutions in
Mew England.
In agricultural investigation and education especially it has
When
had a remarkable development.
Dr. George E. Fellows became president
there was but one professor or instructor doing all the work in this department;
and the latest
now there are twelve,
>ud best building erected by the state is
The first agricultural
for agriculture.
c.ir to be sent out over the state was by
There had
the University of Maine.
been corn-exploring trains in the corn
belt, but none for the general instrucThis university has
tion of farmers.
ote of the most successful agricultural
-bore courses in the United States,
there being 550 in attendance at the last
In poultry invesshort course sessiou.
tigation tbis university literally leads
the world, and in poultry education it is
-ucond only to Cornell.
They have a
lieu that laid 259 eggs last year, and
One cuw
many that approached 250.
gtve 15,022 pounds of milk and made
521 pounds of butter fat last year; that
is she made more than a pound and a
half of butter a day.
In the seven years there bave been
erected nineteen new buildings, the best
Beet of all, however,
•>n the campus.
is the raising of the scholastic standard
in all liues, while at the same time carrying the numbers up to 950 in the uniThe university is no
versity course.
'ooger an institution of mere local flavor
and interest, but is one of the widely
known and universally appreciated state
educational institutions in the cmntry.
There is no country in the world in
which the agricultural educational interests do not know and highly appreciate the Uoiversity of Maine.
From a college without university
staudards of admission or of graduation,
with only a few departments, and these
mostly academic, from an institution
purely local and subject to local political
caprice and interference by the meddling of any aggrieved man or intereet io
the vicinity, it has risen to a strictly
standardized university with all departments, complete equipment, national
All New
and international reputation.
England has reason to be proud of the
rank atraiued by the
University of

Among the Apple Trees

which

Maine."

Grep'orv
Ο

for examination
Packages containing
Postage rate.
specimens of diseased plauts sent by
mail are rated as fourth-cla«s matter and
require postage at the rate of 1 cent an
No written
ounce (1(5 cents per pouud)
■natter may be inclosed with the specimens except the labels and the name
The latter
and address of tbe sender.
is often written on the outside of the
wrapper.
No package may weigh
Limitations.
over four pounds.
Nothiug should be
sent that can in any way injure other
mail matter.
Liquids must be in tight
bottles packed in approved mailing
cases.

Select

material

with

care.

If

tbe

plauts are small, send them entire, iu
Loose d rt should be
eluding roots.
carefully ehakeu or washed off. Samples
uf the soil are not needed, and tbe dirt

HILLS,

In au easy going, slip shod
fact
method these men live their lives,
clogging, so far as possible, all progress and preventing, to the extent of
their powers, the introduction of any
It seeme wicked
improved methods.
to say so but the community will be
belter off when these barnacles drop
An honest doubt is to be enout.
couraged but that is always attended
The
with a purpose to test and prove.
evil is worked by those who refuse
to test, will not prove and deny all
belief in anything outside their own
Here
little, narrow rut of habits.
is and has been one of the greatest
obstacles in the pathaway of agricultural advancement.
Things can be
done, not perhaps in the way at present mapped out, but in some
way,
and the one thing to do is to find the
the
fact.
way and prove
The limit of yield per acre or animal has never been determined and
never will be, and the cost has never
been minimize! to the last fraction.
Wise is he who accepts this statement and elands ready to admit any
well
authenticated record of what
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CHAPTER VIL
girls did not see Jeff before
they left. He was working
through the summer on a farm
up In Minnesota and had not
beeu home since he first went away a
vear before.
An occasional letter told
thorn that he was enjoying his school
work and getting along much better
than he had dared to hope for, but that
was all.

THE

Mabel put Into their colege work all the energy with which
heir live young bodies were charged
ind enjoyed it immensely. The other
rirls were not at all "stuck up," but
ust happy, healthy girls like them•«Ives, ami they made friends easily.
Outside of study hours they let off

Gladys and

bright.

—Country Gentleman.

are

is a business, and therea busi
fore the farmer, of ail men, is
As each he should keep at
□ess man.
the
account of his transactions for
as other business men do.

the farm in the
same way as your father did without

Farming

year

"And I believe I can make the foottall team next fall," Jeff went on, "I
was a substitute thie year."
"Mabel doesn't like football," said
Gladys, "but I do. To see those big
strong follows contending for the
championship it always seems to me
like u real battle Instead of Just a play
one.
I wish I could see you play,
Jeff."

you can." be answered.
•'We are to piny the Iowa university

".Maybe

It

City

Iowa

next

Tbauksglving, I

of their bubbling spirits by play·
ng basketball. and they did It so efficiently that before the first term was
jver they bad both made the team.
But, after all. they were glad when
Ihe term was over and they could go
It
home for a four weeks" vacation.
«vas good to get back to the little farm
iome

igaiu.

It was lonely at home these days
with both the girls gone, but Mr. aud
Mrs. Sanders bore it uncomplainingly
"We've got no call to worry, moth
jr," said Mr. Sanders one evening
"It's lonesome, but It's a whole lot to
And
have girls you can depend ou.

the state."

"Maybe it isn't altogether his fault"

said Mabel
"It must be bard to
stand out agnlnst all the rest of the
fellows."
"That's the trouble." said Beth. "He
got in with the wrong kind of crowd
to start with."
"1 don't believe the boys at Ames
are that way." said Mabel, "at least

then It'll be vacation in two weeks,"
he added, and his wife echoed his
ïiulle
Aud when the girls, a little taller, a
little straighter. but not quite so rosy,
came rushing in in the same old breezy
house took

the old

on

that I know."
smiled. "There are a whole
lot there that you don't know," she
βαΜ. "There might be a great deal of
Improvement in the Ames boys; but.
all the same, I don't believe there
could be any other school as ηΙ<·β as
Ami's.
Why can't you come down
with us nest term?" she added, turn-

a

noae

Okuiys

Why

do

things

knowing why?

on

Maybe yon will dis-

that there are
jour daddy was.

cover

ing

"GOODBY. JBW·

laugh.
how," she said,
such fun to be home again."
Mabel was already up and getting
breakfast, and if some of the cakes
were burned it wasn't because of rareless cooking, but rnther Indicated hrr
proficiency as a tire builder

there and wait h u. I
Glndvs nodded.
"Then I'll make >he
conlldently. holding <"» "" """d·
come over

to

JTw
rlbblu

°a«l

£S

^crilege

ri»dv7. a» thinking οt «bat

«^ before

long

to

i""

nlgbt

two

when .be and UolU..bad
that desperate spurt «o entebtba
ttuUllng sleltfbbelle tbut seemed aver
reach.
Jetre
,UHt
their
beyond

'nude

"I sometimes wonder
bere uud belp

lock of balr ont ol

T;7o.r.Ud°wTb^é

tbta* for.oum.oo..

£

«topped by the oW etching post and sat
loath to break the epeli ο

8

Areu't we. mother.'
Mr, S-oH-r* uo<ld«l a ··"«'« «

Z. -

«*
tin; til""' "·

<»·»

t

^

7i£f« w
Ob«l>'« bad

#

'^•r^s^sss
jnJviy
"

leaped

to

tbe

ground.
A

μνΜ

Id

!

VFtSm
'7,r.Ull

■aid.

"«

B^how

vourself? There wnen t room 10
to 5„w mucb pr.t.'.r bot
^ ^
.book b«
· ·>» »
yoO
iwtiemty.
re„ 0f
vve,e ro»re

Gta(lj;.

J (JOTtht

«η»ΐω«.·

*be enld.
(he boye.
lf« »' »«
jeffs
"There couldnt D>
would suit uie
There's souiethlng

d0 ,„0

a.

"".rl' Jîtb entbuetaen.
fM|\,
anything that

fae
ajr there
ωαοη. with

utue

cau.

terSrxΙ opportun*y
ONE
"ΓίΣ,^α"η»
knoc^.

PUt UP

°Ur

floors to be
uk
oure epr
uy
«And did you bold your·
,h1 Uludys.
^on't
Jeff-at down on the fence.

^ ^
J
like to talk about
flo..but ι know you won t thin*
tag It to boaet"
mterruptuiw
-Of course not
"Tell tne about tt
od.
-If. nothing:

,ο

aia»\mnt

°K
school

lng

^ ^

elnc« v darted

The university conbefore the clo··

r«r«r irr- «— -

bud.
better farmer· than
your door."

-1 Ρ- TO"

but she had left a Pâture
.ha. did no. fade away

for many a

day.

CHAPTER VIII.
day shortly before time

to

be alive."
"At college especially. added Mabel.
"There's something happening every
minute, and It's all so very interesting
[tut yon look as If something was the
Aren't you well?"
:nutter. Bern.
Bet h made a pitiful attempt to

After a
smile and burst out crying.
moment she controlled herself with
"I—I ought not to tell."
an effort.
sbc Mild, "and I wouldn't to any one
vnn

fc"t It's—It's Harold."

going

last term are

help it?"

to

"Of course not," Harold answered.
"But what's the use of trying to be
anybody? I felt like I wanted to Just
cut loose and have a good time and go
the devil," be added recklessly.
"And so you cut loose," Mabel interposed, "and almost went to the fellow
you spoke of. But did you have a good
to

to

possible more enjoyment.
Gladys, with her self reliant,

und if

mas

terful way of meeting and settling all
problems tbat came to her. quickly became a leader among the girls, and

Mabel's quick sympathy and eagerness
to be doing something for somebody
made her the contidant and adviser of
almost every girl In the dormitory.
The weeks passed quickly and soon
brought June and another vacation.
The clover had killed out the whiter

before in the orchard, and as soon as
ι he girls reached home they packed
away their books and their college
dresses and. putting on their calico
uprous and broad brimmed straw hats,
eet to work to kill the weeds and preof
pare the ground for another crop
"We cuu afford to take good care of
It." Gladys told Mr. Pearsou as h·
stowed by the fence on his way to
"It's doing enough for
town one day.
us."
The top grafts began to bear that
year, and the trees were loaded with
plentiful supply of âne fruit It
ueemed as If every one else had plenty
of apples that year, too, and the bottom dropped out of the apple market.
κ

Knydor had given up his attempts at
manipulating prices, however, and
Gladys found no difficulty In getting
the storage company to put away a

hundred barrels which she and Mabel
had decided to hold for a higher price.
Another school year opeued, and albefore the girls realized It
most

Thanksgiving day was at baud and
with It the grent lowa-Mlnuesota football game. Jeff had written to Gladys
ask her If she still remembered
their agreement, so that she knew
liât he must have made the team,
ι.is letters did not come very often

to

any more, and when they did they
<ald very little about himself. They
had seen by the paper that he had
been placed second In the state oratorical contest, but he never told them

before

Thanksgiving

glri.-

the

the season.

CHAITER IX.

university.
than they

night

drove her home." He hesitated a mo"1 haven't bad a sleigh ride
ment
this wluter," he said, looking up at
Mabel with that comically pleading
look of his thut seldom failed to get

him anyth.ng he wantci.
"Does that mean that you'd like
one?" Mabel asked. "If It does Mollie
1
and 1 are at your servie»—that is. If
may go

along."

"Of course 1 want you along," he
said as he stepped to the seat beside
her.

fun."

"A

sleigh

ride alone isn't much

"You've changed a great deal since
1 saw you last," he went on after they
"1 thought
were out in the road again.
when 1 saw you
you were Gladys
drive up."
"What a compliment," laughed Ma-

"Don't you wish I were?"
Harold hesitated a moment "No,"
1 do.
be replied; "1 don't know that
bel

girls

at

the train
to

the

seen

her

them out
She looked

had

ever

happier

before.
"I believe you have good news for
us," said Mabel, smiliug.
"Indeed 1 have!" cried Beth. "And
There's
of course it's about Harold.
Dean
been such a change In him!
Russel told me yesterday that there

wasn't a boy In school he would trust
any quicker than he would Ilarold
And you Just ought to see him play
footballl"
The other

girls laughed with the
contagious happlneee.
"I knew he had It Iq him to come
out all right If he'd just get started In
the right direction," said Mabel.
"Will we see him tonight?" ques-

tioned Gladys.
"No, he's in training, you know, and
But tomorrow Is
cen't be up nights.
the last game of the season, nnd he's

promised to take us all to the theater
tomorrow night We're going to have
*
a box too."
Over the Rau ^a Snipsllon chapter
house there was trouble brewing
Harold came In from supper and started up to his room as was his wont
when one of the boys called him Into

(he parlor
"Don't be In such a hurry, Du Val,"
he said. "Join us In just one game to
take your mind off the victory tomorrow."

you need a little toucb of
life to get your blood up,"
spoke up another of the players.
"You've been holding off a long time
for you."
Harold hesitated. Cards had always
bad a fascination for him. Tonight
after the strain of weeks of bard train
the crowded, hazy card room at-

"Yes,

sporting

lug.
tracted htm Irresistibly.
"1 don't care If 1 do—Just one." he
said, and with something of the old
reckless gleam lu bis eyes be slid into

hurt.

"He snys he'll bo all right in a little while," the boy said as he came
back. "IKsaid to give you his compliments and that he would be over to
see you after supper."
But neither Jeff nor Harold put la

appeat'atic.· after supper. Jeff
over after awhile and
them that the doctor wouldn't let
Hut ot Harold they saw
come
un

tele-

phoned

told
bim
uor

heard nothing.
It was almost 9 o'clock when the
maid brought a note up to Mabel. It
was from Harold, and he asked (hat
he might see her for a moment.
His face was so twisted with pain
and remorse that she hardly recognized him. and his attempt at a smile
of welcome was so pitiful that Mabel

study.

their suit cases ami tool; tin
train for Iowa City to be present nt
the biggest western football game of

led rather than to lead.
"Where have 1 seeu that horse before?" he asked as he helped Beth to
now!
the ground. "Oh. yes, I remember
Uncle Grey's
to
her
rode
up
Gladys
about two years ago, and I

Beth hailed α passing
and sent hhu over to the
tent to tiud out if the injury was serious.
w*s

topbouiore

Then be turned und looked Into the
sweet lace beside him. the delicately
molded, sensitive chin, the serious
mouth and then into the cleat depths
of those questioning, trusting brown
eyes
"Do you believe I can?" he asked.
"I know you can." she answered.
"Than 1 will." he said.
The next semester was a repetition
ot the first for Gladys and Mabel,
with more work, more achievements

crashing into their line be leaped

forward and delivered a terrible kick at Jeff's ribs.
In au instaut the referee had him
by the an», and he was led off the
field, while Jeff was carried away to
the tent with a broken rib.
In α few moments more It was all
over, and Minnesota was the champion of the west.
The girls had seen Jeff carried
nway. but th<»v hnd not seen how he

mother and Beth?"
Harold caught his breath sharply. A
vision of the parlors of the Uau 'Γα
Snipsllon house rose up before him
Fie could see the blue smoke curling
upward to join the haze that huug
over the heads of the excited forms
that bung over the card table, and he
could hear the sneers of the fellows
and their cries of "iiultter" as a boy
threw Ills cards into the lire and went

packed

SAID UABBL.

rame

ffuickly

hated myself."
Mabel sat thinking for a long time.
"You are going back," sbe said at last
—"back to the same old crowd of fellows. the same old associations and
temptations. Can you—will you—keep
the promise you made your father and

day

a
post with the careless gruce of
ad
young athlete Mabel could not help
miring him.
Yet there was a hulf wild, shifty
look In his eyes as If some secret was
hlddeu behind them that Mabel noted
Ills mouth,
with quick disapproval.
In a
too, when not curved upward
smile had au uucer'iln droop that Indicated weakness and a desire to be

ounce

&ood

upstairs

quarterback

run.
He pat the laat
of desperate strength be bad
left into tbnt run. Ten yards, twenty, thirty, be went Only fifteen more
and be could fall across the line and
breathe
a
when
human
catapult
struck him from behind and he went
with
Jeff
down,
banging tightly to
his legs.
Harold was filled with blind anger
at Jeff.
In every play he had made
that day Jeff had opposed him.
He
was always In the way
fie did uot
stop to think of the consequences, but
a moment later as the Minnesota team
a

time?" he cried. "1 was
"A
crazy, and when I came to my senses
enough to realize what I was doing I

Beth had b««en renewing li.r invita
tlon In every letter siie l:«d v.rS'.te:
that term. :i»td two days before t!i·
game she even went so far as it· eat
So tin
them up over the telephone

"Μ A Τ BE IT ISN'T A LTOGETH KB BIS FADl/T,"

die seal lliai was promptly vacated
for hliu.
IIo played and lost and played and
lost again, so fascinated In ttic shifting curds that be lust all track of
time and losses
Tben suddenly be straightened up
with a start and threw down bis
cards "Eleven o'clock," he cried, "and
the uigbt before the championship
game! Why didn't you tell me?"
"How
He reached In his pocket.
much?" be asked.
Oue of the boys rapidly added up a
"One hundred and fifrow of figures.
ty dollars," be said.
Harold dropped limply back In hie
"One hundred and fifty dolchair.
lars!" be gasped.
"Oh, why did 1 do
it?" He buried bis face In bis bands.
"Cheer up," said one of the others,
"You're not the kind to
not unkindly.
dunk out ou taking your medicine.

time?"

as an orator

one

came
go back to school Beth
out tc see the girls.
"College life seems to agree
with you." she said. "You look happier than ever, and thafs a good deal."
"1 don't see how any one can help
being happy." said Gladys. "There's
so much to do. and if· so much fun
to do It. and. anyway, it's fun just to

bi«»

happened

that he had i> great future be.'ore tun-

-

"Ά'£Λίί—ΐϊίη»

bad, but do you think things like those

that

that sitting up with a sick roommate
two nights previous was all that kept
him from getting first nor that the
governor of the state hnd shook his
hand when It was over :ΐί.·<1 t<>!d ill»*

he

irew away her hands.

ter

him reckless."
"Was that what was the matter?"
asked Mabel.
"Did
Harold looked up quickly.
Gladys tell you?" be questioned.
"No," she
Mabel shook her head.
It's too
answered, "but 1 guessed.

""

•It·,- If. « cbMSr f»r ">*

'«"p""'

ither ways be was greatl;· changed.
Qe had grown and was superbly mus:led. As he lounged against the gate·

Gladys expects too much of a fellow,
and she has such a way of making
111 in feel so deuced uncomfortable."
"Maybe It's good for a fellow to feel
uncomfortable once in awhile," said
Mabel, looking at him gravely.
Harold shook bis head. "Not too oncomfortable." he said. "It may make

ΉΤΙΙ met the
and hurried

held both her hands
"Yoo'ea always been

There was a
morel"
fcle voice.

to
..
-There m lot· of
near It.' be said.
about
room for ItnprovetnenL

bitched Mollle to the cutter and drove
Harold came
Betb back to town.
iown to the gate ae he saw them
He lifted bis cap In the
lrire up
■tame old Jaunty
way. and the same
smile lingered about the corners of
tils mouth as he talked, but In many

*"You

can't—can't you* anything

J··"

Gladys had a headache—an unusual
thing for her the next day. bo Mabel

Thenar/

ISrSSKws •jxrirr r.nyS
IS "S""

froue

must be getting cold,
Jeff at last, leaping to the ground and
helping Glidys to the big Oat ·«"·

ha,f

alHi self ro-

tle fireplace In the guest cbambermd popped coru and roasted npples
ind talked until the night was far

memories that the old aong bad called

tbt, loDCllurHB of

ben Jin

ibe added, "that you would talk
[Iarold before be goes back. He has
> whole lot of respect for you girls
ind your oplulons."
Then the talk drifted to other things
-dresses, music and that great untuown that is so close and yet so far
iwiy that people call the future.
GHadys brought some apples and the
?orn popper, and they sat dowu on
the floor before the opeu tire-Mr.
Sanders had insisted on building a litto

Minolta

then as they
iu»y toroed In et the
song, and theu
Mdder
tone ta the grand old tune of "Borne.

Mother and

j-h-o

\£Z «71-u.

nuralj

«b«.

to Beth.
Beth shook hor head. "I'm going to
Iowa City." she said.
"Maybe I can
lielp Harold. It's going to be a hard
enough tight for bim anyway."
"Are you really going to the university?" asked Gladys. "We'll couie
aver and set· you the day of the Minnesota game nest fall if we get an
luvltatlon." she added.
"I'll give you a stnndlng Invitation
aow that is good for any day In the
rear." Beth answered. "And I wish."

bl«rt.bei««nted?d.<.r<ed<Jo-n

Ttelr'futÎr "to'M Sd'a^-Kl^

as lie

Ζ

TbejWte
ho^

of

seemed to be'

^

of your

that

perfect eveulug.
uewly fulien snow gllsteueo
ta the radiant tuooulight The
feet made hardly a sound, nud they

the nice thinge they could bu> wltl
the inouey were spending

nut

Η

rou

...»

It was a

rift 4

£»Sns ~=5 C

m

·'«;

"rtofn0^",

know of auythlug
I»"
swetvd. "or her tnlstrcea either,
added, with a roguish laugh.

lo,kr 'm

ii< Mabc
Mabel
said

«

·><* .««ι

don't

would

r»™»·""·
am. mlc Iron, (u«wl«e >"*·'
I'd never thought of thul·
dolus all be cau to help u..
even If be can't give us the mou» ).

evening

lu

...

«»»

"

S™'""

H"

the silence of that
ceinber nlgb. b, talking..
without a word for a
been coring M I

papa's

Bow

»>»·

Γ|.|·ο»ί

too, for none other would uucomplaln
tngly furnish the fuuds to send them
•'Look

State." she Hiild.

ft

„.d i,,i.«i ui.dy»
Uoi
ket of corn from tlie eiib.
sl>e would "ke «

It seemed as
familiar r«»ad and tieid
If they had been away for years in
stead of only for one short term
When they reached home again and
Mollie was carefully stabled aud Ted
they went oui to the orchard. Ever*
tree was a friend, and a true friend

college.

her <"»»"

ΤιοΓιΛ'μιι-γ

They

to

"ruIT-I-u

/™

f '£''

,ean1·,

After breakfast Gladys
the baru and had a long talk wi'.:i
Mollic. and If Moitié didn't understand
all the secrets she was told It wasn't
because sh»· didn't listen attentive!
Then Mabel came out. and they hit···
?d up to the cutter, and M»dlie took
them up hill and down at a pace that
made the sleighiiells Jingle merrilx
laughed reuilnisceiulj ai wich
out

went

If 1 «Κ* >">■

think

"It's

with a

and go In simply for the sporty part
The end of It all was that he
of it.
got to gambling and got Into debt so
badly that he was almost afraid to
come home.
Papa gave blm an awful
lecture"—she shuddered at the recollection-"and Harold finally got angry bJmself and said be couldn't be
young but once, and he was going to

"Then mamma talked to him. and
he finally broke down and promised
to do better.
Papa wanted to take
bim out of school and put him to work
at something, but he finally agreed to
give him one more chance."
None of the girls said anything for
α long time after Betb bad finished.
"Harold could be such a spleudld
man if be would only try," said Gladys
"With the ability be has—
at last
why. he might be the best lawyer In

home once more and doubly good to
the dear old futher and mother

way—well,

"What!" exclaimed Mabel. "He Isn't
rick?"
M1 almost
Beth shook her head.
wish be was," she said. "Instead of
this."
Q'lie girls waited sympathetically for
her to go on.
"Harold got In with a faet set at
college." Beth continued after a moment "You know bow open hearted
and easily Influenced he wasî Well,
ns soon as the boys found out that he
had plenty of money they gut him to
Join what was supposed the most fashionable fraternity In school, but which
must have been the wickedest Harold isn't the kind of a boy to do anything halfway. Be thought he must
do everything the rest of the boys in
his set did. and be got to leading a
pretty wild life, I'm afraid."
Beth paused for a moment and then
"He went into athletics and
went on.
soon became a football star, whatever
that is.
Of course be was immeusely
popular"—there was a note of pride In
her voice—"but with this popularity
came more temptations to get away
from all the best part of college life

enjoy life while he could.

see

It,

^ lit le out of the wa)
but it pays to walk.

Copyright,

new

ofteu injures the specimens in transit.
Choose specimens representing various
In the case of
stages of the trouble.
are
many leaf diseases, the later stages
needed for identification, while
most
stem
blights,
wi:b bacterial diseases,
wilt, and diseases ot fruits, the earlier
J* «eler and Graduate Optician.
most
satisfactory. All others are trying, doing or accomplishstages are usually
stages should be seut. Fleshy or moist, ing.
The world is moving and going
watery material likely to become de to move, but not in our way unless it is
should
trausit
in
while
or
offensive
We can belp swell the
rayed
the beet way.
if the tide of service for larger results or we
be packed as dry as possible.
material is very perishable, dry com- can trig the wheels by crying "it can't
pletely or preserve iu alcohol before be done."
seuding.
There is no problem before the agriCare iu packing is important to make cultural world but will be solved and
conIf
identification easier.
specimeus
for the good of the greater number.
sist of leaves, straighten them out beMAINE.
Every ounce of thought or effort contween layers of newspapers.
Specimeus tributed towards the solution helps
enclosed in letters frequently become swell the volume of service possible to
badly crushed aud almost always arrive every worker. Not in blind belief, not
If in
in poor condition for identification.
waiting for others, surely not in dark
they are stems or solid parts, wrap each pessimistic doubting is the work of
Fruits likely to be tomorrow to be done.
iu dry uewspaper.
The procession
crushed should be sent in small, strong is moving aud the man on the baud
boxes. Do uot pack in moistened paper wagon doesn't catch the dust.
Thiugs
u quichlr abtorbtd.
As a rule speci- we know not of
or other wet material.
βι«·ι Relief at One·.
today can be done.
in
fresh
while
meus carry best if sent
—Maine Farmer.
It
soothes,
rather tightly wrapped packages to reand protects
taiu uatural moisture without moistentit· d'.y«wq mem.
The Cow.
iug the wrappings, while an excess of
brat? r· suiting from
moisture causes mold and decay. Never
The dairy cow, if able to express herCa:.i:ro and drives
lay wet cotton agaiust specimens, as it self in a way which the human family
away λ CuIJ iu the
In sending several would
sticks to them.
Htfad ijuit kly.
comprehend, might well lay claim
fruits, wrap each separately in tissue to being man's best friend. She might
: h» Sens·· of
establish such a claim by calling atten1*
I Swell. Full six·· 30 cts., at Drug- paper.
The name of tion to the fact that from hor product
Label each specimen.
g·''■ : "V mail. Ia liquid form, 75 cents.
coldate
of
and
the
and
place
and from her carcass man manufactures
£.y vuers, 5(J Wurreu Street, New York. the plant
lection should be written un a slip of more of the necessities of life than from
with
each
inclosed
specimen any other similar source. She furnishes
paper aud
When the uame of the diseased plant is these necessities to him from infancy
K. U. €11Λ Κ OLE
of wild until such a time as
case
the
in
as
uot known,
temporal things are
specie·, send itowers or fruit or complete no longer associated with his existence,
specimens of healthy plants, if possible, and she does it ungrudgingly and conto aid in identification. If the specimens
stantly.
are mentioned in your correspondIn addition to contributing to man's
I*!
rnleh DOORS and WINDOWS of any sent
8Ue or Style at reasonable prices.
ence, number them and refer to them by necessity and bis pleasure, the prospernumber.
ity of an agricultural community is more
Each package should bear tbe name closely Identified with her than with any
so
The
and address of tbe (tender.
other of the domestic animals.
Sending by express. When material horse is ^uite essential in tilling the soil,
If Ir wint of any kind of Finish for Inelile oi
* r&, «end In
is sent by express the cost of sendiug but where necessity requires it the sturdy
your orders. Pine Lum
t*r as ^Mnxlet. on haml Cheap for Cash.
Packages son of the cow can take his place, as he
should always be prepaid.
seut collect will not be accepted unless has done in every agricultural section
and Job Work. they are seut at the request of the on eartb. The horse can only furnish
Station. All communications and spec- labor and can only return a profit to bis
M itched Ptne Sheathing for Sale.
imens of diseased plauts should be ad- owner when conditions are right for redressed to the Maine Agricultural Ex- turning satisfactory grain crops. It ie a
>1
tiiA slaivw nns ie
K. \V.
periment Station, Urono, Maine.
Maine.
Wι·*; Sumner,
....
the salvation of the farmer in times of
the
pour crops as she is able to convert
The Iowa Silo.
rough crop», which are never a total
Twu yearn ago the agricultural en- failure, into dairy products whioh always
gineering sectiou of the Iowa Experi- have a cash value.
Iu addition to this she furnishes skim
ment Station invented a new kind of
Spruce and fir. For sale by
silo which was called the Iowa silo. This milk and butter milk for the calves,
A. KENNEY,
the
silo was built of specially-made hollow pigs and poultry and fertility for
tile. It is a* permanent an a cement soil, without which a farm becomes less
South Paris.
J5tf
It valuable each year and the whole country
silo, and much easier to construct.
costs no more than the best grade of le*s prosperous.
The elimination of the dairy oow
stave silo, and will last several times as
an almost revolutionlong. Siuce this silo was first devised, would necessitate
tastes and
thirteen have been constructed in various ary readjustment of man's
It would mean uotold
A careful account requirements.
paris of the state.
Of oourse she
«as kept of the actual cost of construc- suffering and hardship.
her value
tion. The manner in which the ensilage will not be dispensed with but
conkept was also watched carefully. With- can perhaps best be appreciated by
out exception these silos are proving templating such a lo*«.
She will continue to be man's best
Means, satisfactory.
as long as the human family exista
friend
It aifHn· jiiti-w* proixïrly mule anil f '.U}<l u>
and will keep on supplying him with
Ksile*e ai: form, of eye »tr -In. »>ur i{U*<H»e arc
Let us look the old cow squarely his greatest needs just as she has done
">·■>« r'gtit an<l
rtg t. Our illll «η 1 ex
"If you
perttnw 1» »oar guarantee.
in the face and say to her:
through all ages.—The National Dairy
CONStLT ME.
COME HERE.
don't give me 6000 pounds of milk Union, Κ. K. Slater, Sec'y., St. Paul,
id
of
butter
containiug 2Ô0 pounds
OPTOMETRIST,
ttinn.
Ton
hide.
ten months, I'll take your
PARMENTER, Optician,
tu
me
for
cow
a
profitable
are not
Norway, Maine.
Canadian Settlers Back.
and quality."
keep ou less quantity
By a Washington letter it would ap"But," says the old cow, "before you
fauli pear that the drift of farmers from the
A. O.
condemn me, first make sure the
cares Uaited States to western Canada haw
is not iu the man that feeds and
15 veirs expert Watch- for me.
Yuu remember what the been checked. They are dissatisfied
maker with
Cornell Experiment Station did several with the character of the land and crops,
farmer to weigh the form of government does not appeal
Kennard it Co., Boston. years ag<\ it hired a
for a to them, and freight rate· are considered
the milk from each of his cows
then
bought several ■ixorbitant. The Reclamation Service
year. The station
for «fates that in the past nine months
>f these cows and fed and cared
All Work
the milk 15,«00 «en le» have returned, and prosthem, with the result that
Guaranteed.
was doubled the first year." iii-Ota tor a general backward movement

A
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By Clifford V.

Joyotisness.
••It Can't Be Done."
"If you girls don't keep still and go
If there ever comes a
thorough to bed." said Mr. Sanders some time
charge.
agricultural revival the tirtt result within an hour or two after the clock
will be realized by the dropping out
UOW τυ SEND SPECIMENS OF DISEASED
"I'll want to pack up aud
<>f this worn out expression, "it can't struck 11.
PLANTS
Over and over acaiu does start for college myself."
be done."
The next morning a* Mr. Sanders
Specimens should be sent whenever <>oe hear this when changed methods
possible. Id any correspondence it· I a aud larger results are mentioned. If was starting out to the barn to milk
tive to plaut diseases or their treatment, instead these self styled authorities he met
Gladys coming in with a brun
doubt in regard to the nature of the would say 1 never did it and I won't
mlng pall In either hand
trouble will be avoided if specimens are try we should come pretty near the
"Just to show you I hadn't forgotten

sent
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involuntary

smothered an

pathy.

"ι don't cauk if i do—jtjst okk

cry of sym-

"Won't you come out on the campus
I α few moments?" he asked. "I won't

"

But I want to be square with you." he
"I'll play you a game for
weut oil
Now's yotir
Come ou.
the Jackpot.
chuuce."
Without a word Harold drew his
chair up to the table and reached for
the cards. The boys gathered around

I

I
I
!

keep you long."
He led her along In silence till they
came to a little clump of trees that
stood buck a short distance from the
Harold motioned Mabel to a

I walk.
I
I

watched breathlessly, for souie- I
thing lu Harold's tense face aud labored breathing told them that more
than the mere mouey was at stake. I
lose
seeu
him
hud
larger I
They
iimounts than that with a cureless I
;
smile on his face.
But again the fates were against
him, aud again his plays were unlucky. With a groan lie pushed back I
his chair and rushed from the room I
to pass a sleepless night tossing to
and fro and living over again those I
few brief hours of the evening be- I

and

I
I

I

I

fore.
His chum met him at the foot of the
•tnlrs as. haggard aud worn, he came
down to breakfast the next morning
'Here's a chance to make good yet,"
"Minnesota has sent
he whispered.
up $300 to place on the game. We've
All agreed to give you the first chance

I

I
I
I

I

I

I
I

J
It."
"I'll take It." said Harold quickly.
"The fate* may be against me, but
In a football game I'm not afraid of
nt

even

I
I
I
!

fate."

Long before 2 o'clock the crowd be-1
I
gan to flow through the gate aud up
Beth had I
on to the long bleachers.
secured seats near the center, and the I
girls were waiting excitedly for
appearsuce of the contending

thel

teams

At about fifteen minutes of 2 the M in
nesota team trotteil on to the field.
"Ob, see!" cried Mabel, catching
Gladys by the arm. "There's Jeff!"
But Gladys had already seen him

I
I
I
I

j

I
I

aud was waving a Minnesota pennant
with all her might
Jeff saw thein at almost the samel
Instant and waved his hand
"Doesn't he look big aud strong in I
those football things?" cried Mabel I

j

see, there's Harold!" us the!
The I
Iowa team came running out
crowd was on its feet in an instant,
and the Iowa yell echoed across the I
j
campus as the two teams lined up
Then the whistle blew, and the great
Mabel put lier hand I
game was on
kerchief to her eyes as the two lines I
I
came together with a thud that shook
the tense ulr. Gladys only wished that I
she had more eyes in order that she I

"And oh,

see more of it
"See!" she cried, seizing Beth by the I
arm as Jeff, who was playing quarter I
broke away for a twenty yard rurrl
It I
down the field toward Iowa's goal
looked for a moment as If he had got I
clear away, und then with a long I
Harold tackled him, and the}

might

Jump

uv

ι

"l'Ltj LIVB ΓΓ DOWN Τ HT."
seat in the· fantastic shadow cast by
the li»psltIod moon and throw himself

down at lier feet.
"I've g<»t something to toll you," be
began, and bis voice was husky with
îmotion—"something that probably no
îne but you will understand," he went

ju, "and may bo you wont."
He paused a moment, as If gathering
himself together for the ordeal, and
then, slowly, haltingly, but without
omitting a single detail, be told the

whole miserable story.
Mabel sat silent for a long time
after he bad finished.
"Well." be said at last, "why don i
me?"
you tell me what you think of
"I think you're a poor, unfortuuate
said Mabel in a sudden rush of

boy,"

"I5ut it may not turn out
to be as bad as it seems now. Have
you made any plans?"
He shook his head. "Only that I'm
foing away somewhere and not coming
I
back till I bave $<k)0 In my baud

sympathy.

can't ask father for It."
"That's the very tiling I was goiug
to suggest," said Mabel. "Six hundred
dollars Is a great deal of money, but
you're young and etrong. and I know
you can earn It."

"You
Harold leaped to his feet.
I
better you've
Play followed play In quick succès- don't know how much
"I
he said.
sion, but It seemed to the girls that It I made me feel, Mabel."
I came over here toulght feeling as if I
was largely a fight between the two
but you
I
opposing quarterbacks, with the rest hadn't a friend In the world,
This
of the players to lend color to the I have put some new Lope into me.
j has been a bad day's work, an awful
scene.
The first half passed with no score. I day's work, but I'll live It down yet"
"Tell the girls about It," he went on
and the whistles called the men up fori
the final struggle. Minnesota secured I ae they reached the door of the dorm»
Tell
the ball on the kickoff, and their fa I tory. "I cau't bear to see them
mous "flying wedge" took them back I Beth she deserves to have a far bette*
weut

down together.

Then
to the center of the field
Jeff got away with the bull and ad
vanccd It to Iowa's forty yard line
Λ line smash took It five yards far
Twice tin
ther, and there It stuck
great human machines came together
and twice Minnesota failed to gain
As a lust resort Jeff dropped back Ιο
It was u magnificent kick
kick

nearly

I
I

up

I

hurried away.

I
I

I
I
I
I

brother than she's got I won't show
again till those gambling debts are
paid." Πβ closed the door as Mabel
stepped Inside and then turned and

[to

be

contirvbd.]

j

Hi· 8pelling.
goal
Little Wee had been brought up to
and the bull suited squarely betweci
i be
the posts.
polite and not to Interrupt when
The hundftii of UiuBcuota supporter I there was compauy unless It was very
He always remembered
went wild with delight, and wh : I Important.
Gladys came to herself she was mit I this and kept very quiet One day
h
there were visitors, who talked and
lug a plug hat with one hand and
Utld I stayed and stayed until poor little
pennant in the other, whlic (lie
headed old gentleman who sat lu th I Wee was tired, ne wished them to go,
but not for anything would be let them
seat ahead looked up ut her in pain·'
I see this.
surprise.
All of a sudden he thought of a nice
Again the tcauis lined up, Minnesota
flushed with victory. Iowa doggedlj
plan that his mother and father knew
and
determined. Harold backed up Iowa'»· I when be was too little to spell
kickoff with u great run and a tua; I they did not want to hurt his feelings. So in a little pause In the ladles'
uiflcent tackle, and low a held (he ba!
talk Wee said. In his prettiest way.
ou Minnesota's thlrty-ti\e yard llniThe Iowa supporters went wild yell I "Mother, please can't we be a-lo-n-eV"
And all the visitors laughed and kissed
lng for a touchdown, but Minnesota'
him goodby and gave blm his good
line was like a stone wall, and low
Ί li·
mother all to himself.—1 outh's Combad no alternative but to kick
ball was quickly passed back to liar panion.
old, but the hard game and the sleej.
less night were beginning to tell οι.
But They Can.
him, and he fumbled. He Immediate
Mrs. Muggins—When ι girt Is marin
M
the
but
kicked,
and
ly recovered
ried she Is apt to think her troublée
nesota men were ou top of him. und
Mrs. Buggins-Yes; she does
are over.
the chance for a score was lost. M in not seem to realize that things can go
nesota kicked the ball out of danger
amiss with a Mrs—Philadelphia Re**
and then followed ten mluutes ot 3rd.
no
with
apparent
steady hammering,
advantage on ^ther side.
Relief.
Harold was getting desperate. The
is taxed very often."
patience
"My
dis
the
aud
disgrace of a defeat
"Well, 1 notice you get relief In the
livgrace of a whole year's straight
usual w^jr."
ing thrown away In a single night's
"What's that?"
dissipation stared him In the face.
It off."-Baltimore Amer"8wearing
clinched
He
lose.
not
They must

his teeth

as hs called the

signai

for ican.

j
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Editor· tad Proprietor·.
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Terms —#1Λ) a rear If pal·! strictly tn advance,
•iherwlse #3.00 a yiar. Single copie· 4 cent·.
AU luteal advertisement·
ΑονκκτΜκνκκτβ:
ire given three consectlve Insertions for #1.50
i>er Inch In length of column. Speclakontract·
•lade with local, transient and yearly advertl»·
—

tWVWLK COPl£S.

Single Copies of the Democrat are four cent·
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patron*
jingle copie· of each issue have been place·! on
•ale at the following places In the County :
ShurtleflT's Drug StoreSo»th Parle,
N'oyee" Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
\tfre«i Cole. IVstmaeter.
Mrs. Harlow. PoetOfflceSamuel T. White.

RuekleM.
ftrls HU1,
^Vest Paris,

FOR

GOVERNOR.

BERT M. FERNALD,
of Poland.
For .State Auditor.

CHARLES P. HATCH,
of

For

Augusta.

Representative to Congress.

JOHN P. SWASEY,
of Canton.

For State Senator,
ALBERT J. STEARNS,

of

For Clerk of Court·,

of

CHARLES r. WHITMAN.

Norway.

For County Treasurer.
M AT WOOD,

of Parle.

For Register of Deeds,
HASTINGS BKAN,

of Parts.

GEORGE
J.

Norway.

...

For

Register of Deeds. Western District,
of Fryebur*.
BALLARD.

El'KLEY

For County Commissioner for six years,
of Lovell.
GEORGE \V WALKER,

County Commissioner for two years,
of Sumner.
WELLINGTON H. EASTMAN,
For

For SheriH.
J.

of Stoneham.

MELV1N Κ ART LETT,

Representatives to the Legislature,
of Norway
El'GENE E. ANDREWS,
of Rum ford.
STANLEY BIS REE,
For

WHEELER,
ALTON
NATHANIEL K. BROWN.
AUGUSTUS G. Μοκφ,

HENRY R. ROBINSON,
E. CHANOLER BUZ/ELL,

of Pari»
of Bethel.
of Waterforl.
of Peru.

of Fryeburg.

Coming Events.
Aug. 2 -Oxford Pomona Grange, Waterford.
Au*, 23.—Oxford Pomona Grange β·Ί I 'lay,
county fair grounds.
Sept. 12.—State election.
Sept. 13, 14. 15.—Oxford County fair.
Sept. 20, 21,23.—Androscoggin Valley fair, Can
ton

Sept. 21,22.—Oxford Baptist Association,

He

bron.

Oct.
Oct.

4,5.6.—West Oxford fair, Frveburg.
5,6.—Oxford North fair, An<lover.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Gran ) Mark Down.

Smiley'» shirt Waist*.
Reading by Lamplight.

Notice of Bankruptcy.
Parker's Hair BaHam.
Petition for I>eHaillon of Road Limits.

Maine Political Notes.
The Democrats of Maine are rather
hard up for campaign material (hit* year.
The hardness of their upness is indicated
by the attempt to make political capital
out of President Taft's visit to Maine.
Not because President Taft talked politics, for he strictly refrained from
doing anything of the kind, but because
it gives an opportunity to talk about the
party.
"factions" of the Republican
Those factions in Maine exist only in the

Democratic imagination.

i

Part· Hill.
First Baptist Church, Ββτ. Q. W. F. HUI, pit·
tor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10.-45 a. M.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at Τ Jo.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
7 Jl>.
All
the 1st Sun<tay of the month at 330 p. ■.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

Universal!·* ehu-ch, Rev. C. ▲. Knickerbocker,
Minister. Preaching service at 10:45 A. M. Sun- Rowe.
Tbe boose purchased of Levi
day ; Sunday Scfco*l at 12 u.
Sbedd he will occupy with bis family.
Mrs. J. C. Cummings returned on
A good number attended the dance
Thursday from the hospital at Lewiston, given by the Lucky Leaf Club in New
weeka.
where ahe had been for some
Grange Hall Friday evening.
Edward Eastman is on a visit in
Roscoe Tuell waa in Lewiaton Saturon
the
Ν.
Somersworth,
trip
H., making
day.
his bicycle.
Miss Nellie Marshall of Belfast was
Jamee L. Chase and family went on the week end guest at her father's,
Friday to Hingham, Maes. Mr. Chase is George Marshall's. Mies Marshall's sis·
of World's End ter Delia is in very poor health.
to be superintendent
The scholars belonging to the UniversFarm, a large farm which belongs to the
estate of Mr. Brewer, late of Boston.
aliat Sunday School are requested to
E. L. Parris, Jr., of New York, arrived notice tbe change of tbe hour of meeting
Tbe bell will ring
at the summer homo of the family here from 11:30 to 10:30.
nn Tiiesriai.
at tbe ueual hour for the church service.
Captaiq Robert J. Graham, wife and
West Sumner.
young daughter, were guests of Admiral
and
Graves
and Mrs. Lyon at "Lyonsden," last
Mr. aod Mrs. David
week. Captain Graham is well known daughter, Mrs. Emma Howard, and ina» a successful ship master and a crack fant hod, of Somerville, were the guests
sailorman iu this country and in all of Mr. and Mr·. Jamos Tuell last Sunmaritime countries iu the world where day.
the Americau flag is seen. Be has comMiss Murphy of Philadelphia, Pa., armanded many American ships on the rived Tuesday at Ryemoore to remain
deep seas and for many years the Bath the rest of the summer.
Elva Hazelton is taking lessons on the
built, steel, four-masted sailing ship.
Erskine M. Phelps, probably the largest organ of Mrs. H. S. Robertson.
aud tiuest merchant ship atloat.
G. W. Heath, although able to ride
Rev. and Mrs C. A. Hayden of Oak- out is still in a very feeble condition.
land are guests at the Hubbard House.
His daughter, Miss Ada, of Buckfield, is
Ralph L. Thompson of Brunswick is here caring for him.
Ε
Atwood.
the guest of William
H. T. Atwood of Norwood, Mass has
Miss Grace Doe of Cambridge, Mass., charge of his son's, Dr. H. F. At wood's,
is a guest at Mrs. B. S. Doe's.
premises while the doctor is away. The
II. K. Knickerbocker and Prank Wal- doctor expects to be gone about three
ton went to Buffalo, Ν. Y., last week weeks.
ami ran Miss Burclitield's automobile
Mrs. Charles Newell and daughter
from that city to Paris Hill.
Nettie of South Paris have been visiting
The annual meeting of the Paris Hill Mrs. Newell's brother and wife, Mr. and
Library Association will be held at Mrs. W. E. Lothrop.
Hamlin Memorial Hall on Wednesday
Harris of Winthrop, Mass.,
Frank
atternoon, August 10th. at three o'clock. roaiie a dying visit here this week to
of
C.
Horatio
Mrs.
(ten. and
make arrangements to have his wife
King
Brooklyn, Ν. Y., were at Paris Hill for a moved to her borne in Winthrop. Mrs.
little time Sunday. Gen. King con- Harris is ill at the home of W. T. Bistemplates the erection in this village of bee where she was visiting. She is gaina suitable memorial to his fa'her,,the ing very slowly.
Mr. Harris has been
late Hon. Horatio King, who was born Mere twice to see her. He cannot leave
m Paris iu 1311, was associated with hie business but a short time.
Hannibal Hamlin in the publication of
H. C. Barrows, who had been in poor
The Jeffersonian in this village, and be- health for some time, bad a stroke of
under the paralysis a few days ago, and has not
came Postmaster General
Buchanan administration. Gen. King yet recovered the use of bis limbs. Mr.
will be here again on Wednesday of this Barrows is a veteran of the civil war
week and a meeting of all interested and lost a leg while lighting for his
citizens to confer with him regarding country.
the proposed memorial will be held at
Mrs. Linnie Tuell of
Watertown,
Cumraings Hall on Wednesday evening Mass., and Mrs. Helen Chandler of East
kt half past seven o'clock at which it is Sumner have been spending a few days
desired that as mauy as possible both of with their sister, Mrs. Etta Tuell.
summer and all-the-year residents of the
The water supply io this part of the
village and vicinity be present. Ladies village is very uncertain. Some people
is well as men are invited.
are getting no water from the aqueduct
The Paris Hill Golf Club inaugurated and are obliged to haul water from wells.
the first mixed foursome tournament of The leaks in the pipe have been repaired.
the season last Friday. Owiug to the
Mrs. Delphina Lowe of Maiden, Mass
rain the playing of Saturday was post- is here for the rest of the summer. Mrs.
poned until Monday of this week. The Lowe is boarding with Mrs. Delma
result of the preliminary round was as Farrar.
follows:
George West is confined to his bed
Dr. Marston is
Mr. Knickerbocker sn l Mis» Josephine Cole with rheumatic fever.
tient >1r. Thompson and Miss Dorothea Carter, the
physician.
Friday some
attending
7 up. 5 to play.
of the Grangers of North Paris and
Raymond L. Atwood *nd Mies Helen Cole
beat W. K. Atwood ami Miss Pottle, 5 up, 4 to others made a haying bee for him to
plav.
take care of the large quantity of
Mr. Clifford antl MNs Ruth Potter beat Judge help
hay he has in the fleld all cut.
Potter and Mrs. Brooks, S up, 2 to play.
James Buck is in Auburn this week.
The shower of Saturday afternoon
Edward Bisbee of Jay was the guest
gave us a severe wetting while it lasted
of Clayton Lothrop last week.
and washed the roads in many places.
In some sections it was accompanied by
Albany.
hail. At C. R King's farm near StreakMrs. Persis York of Norway has been
ed Mountain a pailful of hail stones
old friends and neighbors in
taken from the piazza and hail visiting
were
stones as large as peas were lying about Albany.
Mr. and Mrs. Ο. M. Phelps of Locke's
up to six o'clock in the afternoon.
Mills have been cutting the bay on her
Gen. Charles Morris of Portland is the
farm in town.
guest of Admiral and Mrs. Lyon at
W. A. Bragg, the Grand Union tea
"Lyonsden."
was in town last week.
List of advertised letters in Paris post man,
Mazine, the infant daughter of Mr.
oftice:
and Mrs. Millard Clough, has been on
Mrs. Albert W. illbbard.
the sick list.
Mrs. Donald Dresser.
F. Copeland of
Mr. Lester Hodgdon.
Mr. aud Mrs. A.
There will be a social dance at Acad- Bethel were in town with their auto re-

Whatever opportunity the Democratic
in emy Hall, Paris Hill, Tuesday evening,
party had to carry the state election
All
September was thrown away when tha' Vug. 9. Admission 25 certs each.
party in its platform promised to repeal cordially invited, Hubbard House the
Arrivals at the
the Sturgis law and to resubmit constitutional prohibition. If the laws are en- past week:
William Uyone, WestUrook, Maine.
forced by the regularly elected officials,
C- S. ha*e, Portland. Maine.
the Sturgis law will remain in t be stat
Mrs. M I. Turk. West Newton, Mass.
utes as an emergency measure only, and
Mrs. C. J Hat lev, Port'and
Mrs. H. C. .Joi»*«lvn. PortUud
the enforcement deputies will not be
Mrs.
Η J. T.iylor, Ν -w York city.
needed. If "the laws are enforced by
New York City.
Miss liesole J.
the regularly elected officer!»," no one
C. A. Havden, Mrs. Harden. Oakland.
Mrs. Cecil Tucker, Hamilton, Bermuda.
but the saloon and owners of ealoou
Mrs. W. H. Chamberlain, Chappaqua, Ν. Y.
Λ
property will want resubmission
A.
Rounds. New York.
large part of the rank and tile of the
Mary ant P. Smith, Washington, D. C.
Mrs.'.). A. Waterman, Gorbaui, Me.
Democratic party believe that the issue
I'. Cummlngs, City.
of resubmission is dead, and did not
Μ. Ν Drew. Mm. Drew, Portlind.
the party platform.—Civic
want it in
.1. A. Dana. Mrs. Dana, -St. Louie.
George I'ott'e, LewUtoo.
League Record.
Mr. and Mr*. H. A. Free, Lewtston.
Like too many politicians Mr. Plaisted
Kalph Olfene, Auburn.
Mr and Mrs. Arthur P. Cbamplla, Portland.
to endorse a

*

Bethel.
West Paris.
L. C. Bate·, wife and Mies Lane ara
Sunday evening, Prof. Harrington
spending a few day· at the White Mount- gave a talk on mnuo at the M. S. ohnrch
and oondncted a pralae aervloe. A olaaa
ain·. They made the trip by anto.
Abner H. Mann baa accepted a posi- in muàio baa been formed and Saturday
tion in a boot and ahoe store in Fort evening a oonoert waa given in the M. E.
Fairfield. Mr. Mann baa worked (or L. church. Miaa Vannab and Prof. Soott
M. Mann A Son for a considerable length Wight have been aaaiating.
Mr. B. C. Bowler and family have reof time, and daring his stay here has
made many friends who regret his de- turned from a three weeka1 vaoation in
Palermo, hia old home.
parture.
Mlaa Grace Dixon of Angaata ia the
Roscoe Tnell has recently parobased
of her aant and her «later, Mlaa
two dwelling houses with stables connected oo Main Street. The one pur- •alay Dixon.
The hay makera have been buay hay·
chased of C. B. Chase he sold to Lynn

Sueat

ing, gathering large cropa.

Mra. Hannah Stearna of Norway haa
been viaiting her granddaughter, Mlaa

Rlchardaon.

Mr. Clinton Barker haa returned to
after a pleaaant vialt with hla
brother, Eli Barker, and old neighbora
and frienda.
Mr. Ο. D. Stincbfleld bas been in town
attending to the tuning of pianos.
Mr. and Mrs. John Vorheera Holt left
for their home in Boaton Thursday morning, going by the way of Auburn,
Augusta, then to Portland Saturday
Wilson's Mille.
where they were joined by Harry PurΝ. Κ. Bennett, who has been visiting
ington and their little eon, Reginald.
Mr. J. U. Pnrington waa called to in this place, has returned to bis home
Brunswick Wednesday to attend the in Norway.
Mies Alice Luoe has arrived. She will
funeral of hia aunt, Mra. Woodward.
Misa Eva Smith returned from the spend the summer on Azisooos Mountain
Central Maine General Hospital Satur- with her father.
Bertha Donahue and Mrs. Elmer Rolfe
day.
The programme of the entertainment have finished work at the Azisooos
to be given in Odeon Hall, Wednesday House.
Mrs. Fred Taylor and two children of
evening, Aug. 3, bids fair to be of interest to a large number of our people. It Bethel are visiting In town.
Christie Taylor is working at Camp-inoonsists of vocal music by local talent,
public initiation by the Up-to-Date Order the-Meadows.
Rev. Mr. Cole of Enrol supplied the
of Goosie Girls. This will be followed
by a comedy, the Elopement of Ellen. pulpit here Sunday and Rev. Mr. McCay
Piano solos between the acta by Mra. W. preached in Errol.
Addle Ripley has finished work for
C. Garey and Misa Doris Frost. Entertainment to be followed by a dance. The Annie Bennett and is at home.
Most of the new telephone instruments
Mt. Madison Trio of Gorham, Ν. H., will
furnish mueic. The Eastern Star have are in and much rubber-necking is going
on but we hope when the new wears off
been preparing the entertainment.
there will be a change for the better.
West Bethel.
"Heat (hat Is torrid,
Words that aie horrid,
Mrs. Julia A. Tork of this plaoe died
the
men who work In the son ;
By
very suddenly during a thunder shower
And what seems strange Is
That cook o'er the range Is
on Monday, and the physicians say that
Roasting herself jast for fun."
death was due to heart failure resulting
from fright. Mrs. Tork had always suf"In the brUht and early morn,
fered from fear during thunder showers,
To the berry fields the ν go;
and the shower during which her death
Thoughts of all fatigue they scorn,
occurred was particularly severe. She
Hearts with pleasu es all aglow.
Down the dale and up the hill,
was the wife of Nathan York, and beHere and there the? gaily run;
sides her husband is survived by three
Basket*, merrily to fill,
sisters and two brothers.
'Picking bernes Is mch fun!'"

Togua

Ten Tons of Tree Seed.
Raspberries and blueberries are ripenWashington, D. C., July 29.
in*.
The U. S. Department of Agriculture
Beautiful weather for the growing is
using this year on the National For-

crops.
A bountiful

gathered.

supply

of

hay

is

being

of tree seed. Most of
this seed has already been planted or
sown.
The rest will be utilized later in
the season, as favorable conditions are

ests over ten tons

Mien Flora J. Wheeler has gone to
Onset Beach, Mass.
presented.
L. E. Allen and wife have returned
It takes a great many tree seeds to
home from Groveton, Ν. H.
make ten tons. Jack pine, the most imMrs. A. 0. Bartlett of Rockport is visportant tree for planting in the Nebraska
iting her sister, Mrs. J. E. Pike.
sand hills by the Forest Service, will
Union Church is being painted outside
the
average something like 125,000 to
and will soon be repaired inside.
Of Western yellow pine, the
pound.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Dennison returned tree most
extensively planted throughhome from the sea shore Wednesday.
out the National Forests as a whole,
Mise Jenn'e Bean of Ridlonville has
10,000 eeed will make a pound. Altobeen visiting her aunt, Mrs. G. H. Goodthe ten tons of seed to be used
gether
now.
this year represent perhaps 300 million
Jared Lutton and Frank Kinnure are
single seeds.
again running printing presses in the
If every eeed could be depended on to
Whitten & Dennison post card house.
produce a young tree suitable for planthas
left
the
Fisher
railway
George
ing, the result would be a supply of
section, the work being too heavy for nursery stock sufficient to plant three
him.
hundred thousand acres of land, but no
Thomas W. Vashaw, with a small such result can be looked for because
crew of hired men, has gone into a lumof
many seeds do not germinate. Most
ber camp in Grafton to work tbrongh the the seed will be sown, either broadcast
fall and winter for the Berlin Mills Co. or in seed
spots, or planted with a cornIt is now reported that the buildings
in the plaoe where the
directly
planter,
of Josiah Swett, which were recently trees are to stand.
for
destroyed by Are, were insured
Even when nursery stock is raised a
$1,700.00, which makes good the lose.
liberal allowance must be made for loss.
Laat Tuesday forenoon a can of dena- In the first
plaoe, a considerable pertured alcohol exploded in the press room
centage of the seeds will be found to be
of the Whitten & Dennison post card infertile. Of those which
germinate,
house, and Harry N. Head, who was many will die before they leave the
there to make some repairs on the
will be
more
nursery beds, and many
engine, was painfully but not aeriouely lost in transplanting. If from a pound
burned.
The fire was speedily ex- of Western
yellow pine seed that continguished.
tains 10,000 individual seeds, 4,000 three-

Bryant's

Ροηα.

Dearborn Spool Co., and Arthur LamAlbert Littlefield, daughter and grandbert, night operator at the station, have
one
McAllister's
were
at
Joan
daughter,
accepted positions as passenger brakelast week.

now
oo canker In bla month, be may
It
stick vigorously npon the wound.
does oo good to rack the original
It Is quite difficult to get any
wound
virus back through an opening not

needle.
greater In caliber than a fine
the
If all thla la done without delay
sufchances are that the patient will
his
fer no greater Inconvenience from
If be chances to have

experience.
bandy a stick

men on

the Grand Trnnk.

available for

year-old transplants
field planting, the Department of Agriculture has obtained satisfactory results.
are

There are now twenty four National
Forest nurseries with an annual productive capacity of over 8 million seed-

of silver nitrate be can

Fall-

cauterize the wound thoroughly.
the Are will
ing that, a brand from
After a time be may releaae
serve.
and permit
bis tourniquet somewhat
blood to en9 portion of the retained
The system la cater the circulation.
care of a great deal of
of
taking
pnble
If it la allowed to flow Into the

poison
blood

WeïchvïïiëT

Elmer Brooks of Grafton, aged 20, and
cently.
employed here as a section hand, accidentally shot himself in the leg at the
West Lovell.
Grand Trunk station Thursday evening.
Mrs. Jane Hatch of No. 1, Lovell, is The bullet went
through the fleshy part
visiting relatives here. She and her of the
and landed in the celling of
leg
uephew, Mandall LeBaron, were at Frye- the room.
burg on baainees Thursday.
The Grand Trunk painters are imC. D. Lord is haying for D. W.
proving the looks of the company's
Nichols.
buildings here.
Mrs. Z. McAllistor is gathering some
C. W. Judkins, an employee of the
tine raspberries.

day

RATTLESNAKE BITES.

BackfleM.

Μη. Ada Shaw went to Boaton Monday morning to be with her daughter, Simple RuIm For "Treatment If Yon
Misa Amy, for η week.
Hav· th· Narva to Uaa Them.
Mra. G. Ε Corner/ of Portland baa
rattlesnake
treatment of a
The
been the gneet of Mr. and Mn. J. C.
wound resolree itself into tbe appll·
Wlthlngton, for the paat week.
Mra. Lnoy Shearman and daughter, cation of a few very clmple rnlea. In
Joaephlne, returned to their home in tbe flret place, a person woonded by a
Portland Saturday morning after a two snake usually does tbe very thing be
week·* visit with her parents, Mr. and should not do—that la, goes tearing off
Mra. C. H. Prince.
for tbe nearest human
Mra. Amanda Shaw went to Canton at top speed
Increasing the cirhabitation,
thereby
relative·.
Monday for a viait with
Misa AbbieBenton of Whitman, Mm·., culation and disseminating tbe Tiro·
la with relatives here for a few daya.
through tbe system more rapidly. Tbe
Misa Alice Morrill of Oaklahoma la man should sit calmly down and bind
visiting her brother, R. H. Morrill.
bin handkerchief around tbe limb tff
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Shaw left here
It Is a limb), break off a stout twig
for
route
Geneva,
en
Tuesday morning,
the handkerchief,
Ν. T. Mr. and Mra. F. R. Dyer accom- und Insert beneath
producing a rude tourniquet, and twist
panied them aa far aa Boston.
The brush oompany are putting iii a until tbe circulation la effectually shut
new water wheel at their factory.
nff.
I. N. Smith and family have been
With a sharp knife make an X In
week.
for
a
camping at North Pond
clslon over the wound, taking care
a
new
J. A. Rawson has purchased
to penetrate deeper than the fangs
Maxwell runabout.
bave done. If be baa good teeth and

gradually.—Outlnc.

liking Postponements.

Just when Mrs. Ackroyd hud finished
William
packing her trunks and after
Ackroyd hnd bought railway tickets
little
for her and tbplr two daughters
case
Bessie came down with a severe
of whooping cough. The doctor posistart on
tively refused to let the child
if he bad
η long Journey, and even
It safe for the little one to

thought

be assured Mrs. Ackroyd
to
that she would not be permitted
take the patient into a hotel anywhere
"Isn't it a shame?" the distressed
borne

lady walled. "Here we are with everything Id our trunks, and my husband
in the
has eveD bought our bertha

sleeper."

"It Is unfortunate, but I don't know
and
what you cnu do except sit down
wait four or tire days. It may be safe
tbeu for you to start away."
Wheu her husband got home that

evenlug Mrs. Ackroyd

was

weeping.

"Don't take It so hard, dear," he said.
"It might be a good deal worse. Our
all
little oue Is likely to get along
case isn't
right. The doctor says the
when 1
an unusually severe one, and
he said
afternoon
this
him
telephoned
It might be safe for you to
he

thought

start away by the end of the week."
"I know. Fie told me the same thing
Rut I feel that we'll never go. 1 never
anything yet that didn't

postpoued

turn

out

sadly.

1

once

postponed

a

took

wedding, and the marriage
place."
Half an hour later William Ackroyd
never

Kitting In a corner alone
thinking It over.—Chicago ttecord-Herwas

still

uid.

PLANET PROBLEMS.
We Really Know Very Little About the
Celestial Bodies.

"The amount of Iguorunce not yet
removed conccruiug the planets Is very

great,"

writes E.

S. Grew.

"We do

Hogs. Bui mere are many iuiuiuub ui not know, for example, whether the
old burns on the National Forests which
Venus rotates. If It does It may
are waiting to be restocked, and some planet
possibly buve a life and α vegetation
quicker and cheaper method than the
actual planting of nursery-grown trees is like our own, though we suspect that
urgently needed. Therefore the forest- It Is clothed in eternal cloud. Of
ers are making experiments on a large Saturn's rings we cannot say whether
scale with different methods of direct
they consist of millions of tiny moons
sowing and planting, and most of the like brickbats or whether they muy be
for
obtained
was
last
seed gathered
year
even smaller still—a veil of shining
this use.
dust Of Jupiter we can only say that
found
been
has
already
Broadcasting
to give good results in some regions. It It is covered with clouds, though of
substance we know nothing,
was first tried in the Black Hills of South their
Dakota, with an encouraging outoome. and, according to Professor Lowell and
To broadcast an acre of land with yellow Sir William Hugglns, some of the
pine seed about β pounds of seed is used. bauds we see on It may be rifts in the
One of the most formidable drawbacks
clouds revealing the body of the planthe extent to which

Lewis Day has returned from Uedford,
Mass., where be has been employed
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Lovejoy of Newpainting.
burg, Ν. Y., are guests at G. A. Miller's.
Alton Bacon and orew are building a
They came in their auto. Their daugh- new school house in the Bryant Dlstriot
a
ter came with them but returned alter
for the town of Greenwood.
seem* more ready
political
few days.
The Boston Post cane, held by the late
M iss Lizzie Hall, with her niece, Clara,
creed than to live up to it. He now
Benson, will now go to Mr. to this method is
(JreenwooO.
lia» been spending a week with her sister Cyprian
affirms it as his belief that "the lawH
Cyrus Millett of North Woodstock who the seed may be consumed by birds and et. Little lines crisscross these bands.
should be enforced by the regularly
That dogdays have arrived is quite io North Conway, Ν. H.
at Flagis 82.
rodents. If the season happens to be Photographs of Jupiter taken
elected officials." In 1907 and 1908 be evident, the capricious weather of late
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McGown of JefMrs. Edwin Thompson returned Mon- one in which food for these animals is staff observatory seem to Indicate that
sheriff of Kennebec County and indicates as much, but that thedogstar, ferson, Ν. II., are visiting his parents.
was
from a two months' visit in Davis,
Tbe these lines, too, are the upper clouds
scarce, the loss is very heavy.
Miss Nellie Riley returned to Waltham day
mayor of Augusta. Yet the regularly which rises and sets with the sun, bas
West Virginia.
of control of animal pests, such of Jupiter.
problem
elected sheriff officials of Kennebec anything to do with it is very doubtful with Miss Georgie Miller to work in the
C. Lester Heath has been appointed as field
mice, ground squirrels, and
watch factory.
"But whenever we see a planet we
County and the police of Augusta did to say the least.
flsh and game warden.
gophers, which eat the tree seeds, and see It badly. Even Mars, the most
H. 0. Rolfe had his hand caught be- deputy
cot, in those ν ears enforce our liquor
Haying is still on and so are the potaalso the further problem of preventing
laws ei'her in Augusta or Kennebec to bugs; were out poisoning the latter tween the side of a hay rack and the
North Buckfield.
revealed of them all. Is conthe depredations of rabbits, which are clearly
•County. More arrests for all offen-es until driven in by the rain. Speaking of wheel, cutting it badly.
her
Mrs.
Keene
Cora
is
visiting
daugh- altogether too fond of the little trees stantly obscured by a refracting haze,
Mrs. B. G. Mclntire is spending a few
and for drunkenness were made in Au- ram, that was quite a shower that passed
ters at South Paris.
in over
themselves, whether nursery transplants so that even of the famous 'canals,'
early this morning, accompanied by days with friends in Readfield.
gusta in 1908 than for any other year
Mrs. Melissa Cressey is at the old or
field-grown seedlings, is receiving the though nearly 000 In number, only a
j. B. Haskell's house was struck by
the history of that city. And it can quite an amount of thunder and lightSpaulding homestead with her aiater, attention of tbe Biological Survey experts few are perceptible at a time, and an
kardly be charged that the police of Au- ning, but not very near.
lightning during the shower of the 27th. Mrs. Martha Record.
as
of the Department of Agriculture.
unskilled observer would probably not
Frank Morgan, while at work in the No very serious damage done.
gusta under Mayor Plaisted arrested
Winchester Carey was in the place
as
In some localities the department hae make them out at alL Sandstorms,
Chas. W. Farrington has moved to
many intoxicated persons in that city
hay tield in Waterford recently, got so
on friends.
that
of
Monday
nailing
most
but
bad
to purchase seed,
sometimes snowstorms, sweep the surpossible to discredit the enforcement of poisoned with ivy as to be unfit for Dixfield, and the Finn, William JaoobMr. Edwin Mann of West Paris was at used is
gathered by Forest Service men face of the planet, and because the
Sheriff Plaisted. That is, there is no work, and im now at home making re- son, has moved to the farm vacated.
B. F. Heald's Sunday.
has
of
cost
The
themselves.
gathering
good reason to suppose that Mayor pairs. He reports that while the crops
Mr. Grover Keene has sold his horse varied for the different regions from winds of Mars are very gentle and
Hebron.
Plaisted tried to discredit Sheriff Plais- there are generally looking well, the aptake a
to Henry Davenport.
visited
Record.
cent
of
West
Peru
thirty-five cents to one dollar a pound. slow moving these occurrences
Ernest Sturtevant
ted.—Civic League
short,
ple crop will be nearly 75 per
Mise Mary Floyd, principal of the high As a rule the seed is collected in tbe fall long time to pnss by."—London Family
and it is said to be about the same here. bis brother here the tiret of the week.
school at Hollywood, Cal., and her
months, when most confers ripen their Herald.
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant went to West
Elmer Cole, who went to the hospital
The People are Not So (Jreen.
cousin, Miss Marion Floyd of Santiago, seed. Parties of three or four men ordiis now at Peru Monday.
his eyes removed,
bad
and
The Lewistou Sun of Friday contains
Cal., have been visiting their coaeio, uarily work together. Where lumberin a very feeble condition, and it is
Mr. and Mrs. David Cummlngs have
J. McGilli- home
Mrs. Jennie Heald.
an interview with Hon. D
HE AMUSED THE CUBS.
ever much been quite sick for a week or two, but
if
there
ia
ing is in progress the collectors follow
doubtful
thought
cuddy relative to the statement of the
the sawyers and take the cones directly
Mr.
are now improving.
Cummlngs
Lake.
improvement.
Norway
Sabattus postmaster case, as given by
from the felled trees. Id standing tim- Then the Young Lionr Took a Turn at
Thanks to the frieud who sent us the celebrated his 77th birthday Wednesday,
After much suffering, Mr. Frank E.
Mr. Swasey at South Paris aud publishMass. the 27th. and Mrs. Cummings will be 77
from
ber, the task is much more arduous.
card
Rutland,
Amusing Him.
recently
post
Wood departed from this life the night The men must often olimb tall pines and
ed in the Democrat last week. Mr. Mcfor consumptive August 2nd.
"A
It
hospital
▲ negro attached to an African huntsays,
kuow
of the 28th.
as best
branches
Gillicuddy says he doee not
tbe
from
the
cones
pull
where the open air treatment
Arthur Cummings of Oxford is caning party met with a curious advenDr. C. A. Stephens and bis daughter,
whether the Democrat is authorized tc prisoners,
tbey can. Where these are on the exis given behind bare. The dark place i* vassing the town for Hanks fire ex- Miss Janet C.
have arrived at tremities and beyond tbe reach of the ture, says an English paper. WanderStephens,
speak for Mr. Swasey. The Democrat their
on
sun room, open except for bars
tinguishers and has met with good the Pacific coast.
It
from cump, be surprised
holds do brief for Mr. Swasey.
band, pruning shears are used. Tbe ing one day
It is a tine looking institu- success so far.
one side."
Mrs. Lydia A. Rounds and son, Dr. F. cones are
to the ground and two lion cubs at play and thoughtless-.
simply stated the matter as Mr. Swasey tion, and
dropped
on
is
Alton
of
Calais
at
we
raitwr
Pike
James
Mr.
prefer being
yet
Mr.
W. Rounds, called on friends here re- then
McGillicuddy,
stated
it, and
gathered into buckets and trans- ly commenced to amuse them. He was
the outside where there is more elbow Hibbs' for a short visit.
although his interview is craftily wordcently.
ferred to sacks, in which tbey are carried only too successful. The big cubs gamBearce
and
informand
Mrs.
sender
ie
The
Mr.
room.
baby
Henry
respectfully
Mrs. C. F. Boober and Mrs. Eben R. to a oentral
ed, does not controvert the statement in ed that our
point for further treatment. boled fearlessly about him and to his
post office address is Bryant's boy of Washington, D. C., are expected Bennett were in Lewiston tbe 27th.
tbe least.
The extraction of tbe seeds is tedious
Greenwood.
of
instead
home
on bts vacation next week.
Pond
dismay refused to desist when be
Only one sentence of Mr. McGillicudrather than difficult. In some cases the
Albert Richardson entertained some of
North Stoneham.
the wished to leave them.
In
sheets
djr'« interview is of particular interest to
out
are
cones
upon
spread
Mexico.
his little friends Wednesday, being his
State Master Stetson and B. Walker
Realizing the danger to which be
tbe Democrat, and that is this:
and
sun, when, after a time, tbey open
In the early evening of July 21st we 14th birthday.
McKeen took supper at H. B. McKeen's the seed
it
is
be exposed should the mother
would
"Now, if the Oxford Democrat thinks
cases
Id
other
drop out;
Dr. Parmalee and family were guests
and tben attendthat the people are so green that they were favored with a slight fall of rain,
20th,
beat.
July
Wednesday.
artificial
to
be began to run, but the cubs
resort
to
appear,
necessary
of Mis· Grace Bumpus Tuesday afterdo not understand that the Congressman much thunder and considerable lighted Kezar Lake Grange.
This is applied by placing the cones refused to be shaken off and in their
noon.
a
we
had
the
after
Soon
noon,
22d,
these
settles
and
McKeen
from each District
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
and
post ning.
upon trays with screen bottoms
play scratched bis legs in fearful
shower, more rain, sharpei
office matters, it is very wide of the heavier
daughter Ina of Lovell are at J. C. raising tbe temperature of the room to fashion.
Locke's Mills.
Mr.
ia
McKeen
Mr.
mark."
lightning aud heavier thunder, but we
tbe
helping
Sawyer's.
the proper degree. Tbe oones open,
That the creatures were thoroughly
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Reed of West
The Oxford Democrat understands, are suffering for want of a good soaking
tbe seed is
Sawyer cut his hay.
winged seeds fall out, and and
themselves was evident from
enjoying
Ernest Bartiett's orew of men are
and so doubtless do the people, that rain. We are fortunate thus far in es- Paris entertained a party of friends at
dirt
from
by
wings
separated finally
their manifestations of delight, and
when there is a vacancy in the office of caping loss and damage when so much Camp Comfort over Saturday and Sun- boarding at Wm. Adams' while ontting a
seeds
A
mill.
many
good
fanning
localities.
day.
Bartlett'a bay on bis farms In this end have beeo removed from tbe cone by before loug their unusual cries brought
postmaster at Sabattus, the congress- comes to other
Lucius Trask was at Bethel Tuesday of the town.
While in California Lewis A. Thoman
man from this district will probably
trial to tbe fin- a lioness leaping to the spot.
a
sore
Is
this
but
hand,
name the man to be appointed his suc- became acquainted with a family wbc on business.
Annie Frost from Norway la at work
gers of tbe pickers and an exceedingly
Trembling in every limb, the negro
from
state
at
Russell
of
is
William
a
that
has
not
to
is
and
been
Friendship.
not
went
Newry visiting
There
for Mrs. I. A. Andrews.
cessor.
slow process.
the growling animal, while the
faced
J
That
C.
Littletield's.
several
J.
DemoThe
Oxford
ago.
family
tbe
office.
years
Maine,
Herbert Adams haa ten boarders.
vacancy in
to Jump up at him,
continued
cubs
in
former
home
to
their
of
Portland
was
his
bunB.
Wilson
at
nor
does
returned
however,
ia
at
work
Ina
so
have
for
not
Flanders
crat is
Cleola
green,
The enSTRUCK A BICH MINE.
caresse·.
further
for
and
Thomas
over
Mr.
and
eager
us
to
underfamily
tbe
Lovell.
are,
Sunday.
North
believe
galow
of
it
Maine,
HUton
people
Mrs. Elmer Fiske is quite ill with
S. W. Bends of Coal City, Ala., says hé raged lioness moved round uneasily
stand that the congressman is the one spent ten days with them, returning tc
Denmark.
acute indigestion.
■truck a perfect mine of health Id Dr. Id a circle, man tod beast keeping
who decides whether a ροβ'master shall Mexico the 23d inst.
for they cored
Charlie Farnham went to the Lewisbe removed from office during hie term
Henry W. Park, Jr., and wife returned
In the shower of Wednesday tbe barn King's New Life Pills
their eyes steadily on each other. SevTrouble after
of Mr. A. H. Jones waa struck by light- him of Liver and Kidney
for misconduct. That is a matter that from their wedding trip Friday, the 22ri ton hospital Tuesday for treatment.
times the lioness crouched to
eral
tbe
best
The store of C. E. Stoweli 4 Son was
inst.
bis horse and a number of 12 years of sofferlog. Tbey are
beiongs to the post office department.
killing
ning,
but the man, from fear, never
spring,
Thomas W. Penley and family return- entered some time Wednesday night, hens. Fire started bat was discovered pills od earth for Coostipatioo, Malaria,
25c. at shifted bis gaze.
inst. from their outing at and several pounds of salt pork stolen.
Debility.
23d
the
Headaobe,
Dyspepsia,
ed
much
withont
to
in
check
time
There.
damage.
and
here
At length, after what seemed an age,
The strike on the Grand Trunk has al- Mrs. Jones was prostrated by tbe shook. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Harpswell.
7
when the negro was ready to drop
Mrs. Erastus Hayes from Buckfield it ready affected some of our traders, who Insured.
"Life" decides that we have outgrown visiting Emily—Mrs. J. R. Austin.
The Suoday drownings io Maine on from exhaustion, the animal suddenly
are waiting for goods.
The entertainment at Odd Fellowa1
28 years old, called her cubs away and disappeared
Chas. R. Fox and wife from Uaverbill,
prize fights. Life is more orof less deHall, Thursday afternoon and evening, the 24th are Emile Martin,
over in a
things, Mass called on H- W. Park Monday
Dickvale.
voted to tbe humorous side
given by talent from Denmark Inn waa and Amede Aureile, 21, tipped
Into the surrounding scrub.
canoe on Lake Auburn, and Melvln,
bnt it does not put this out as a humor- They have been visiting R. L. Taylor's
Ε. M. Worthley is patting In steam fine and 981.00 was received.
sod of Mr. and Mr·. W.
ous statement.
From Mexico they went to
18-months-old
M.
Out at First
family.
that
Mr.
H.
la
mill
here.
It
Moxcey
reported
power in his lumber
who got
Bethel, and intend to tour some days in
The hammock was bollt for two,
We are soon to have a new steel bridge, will bnlld him a Urge bara In tbe near A. Stuart of Livermore Falls,
making their out- a part of it is alresdy on the grounds.
through the gate inteaded to confine but she was occupying it alone.
futnr6.
From near tue storm-center of the Oxford County,
him to the piazza at the summer home
in a very nice auto.
R. S. Tracy's crew have finished hay"1 have noticed." said the man on
brown-tail aud gypsy moth invasion, ing trip
Water Co. baa secured
Waterford.
North
his pareota at Wayne Lake, aod fell
of
Mexico
The
or
have
harvested
baa
been
They
twenty-five
corvee the news that a new pest
the porch chair, "that the prettiest
and David Fraaer ing.
ioto tbe water.
the
a
to
West
made
Joseph
the
title
from
The
Rand
tons
in
of
sixteen
Celia
which
thirty
days.
hay
discovered in Medford, Mass.,
girls always marry the biggest fools."
and the Frazers
This farm on Thompson Hill,
hay is of good quality with no damaged short visit here.
looks likely to be tbe worst yet.
"Say no more, Mr. Slowboy," rejoinSTAGGERS SKEPTICS.
moved to the farm formerly owned hay to speak of.
have
a bicycle.
has
McAllister
and
oak
the
of
trees,
Gny
the
leaves
one eats
Swain, lying on the "Swain
Mrs. Henry Hamlin from Portland
That a cleao, Dioe, fragrant oompoond ed the fair maiden. M1 appreciate your
Deputy Game Warden I. W. Robblns
small that it keeps out of the reach by John
^o
of Woodstock was in town on Wednes- made a visit at Mrs. Martha A. Biabee'a. like Buckleo's Arnica Salve will In- friendship, but I can never be your
\oisons between the two surfaces of Road," so called.
day of last week looking after the closed Her son Vlnoent ia staying there.
see what use
stantly relieve a bad burn, cot, soald, wife."—Chicago News.
i*
to
difficult
It
\eaf.
But
brooks as some of them are nearly dry,
A party of boys from tbe village wound or piles, staggers skeptlos.
North Paris.
can be for any more kinds ot pests.
and the fish are in pools In some of the stopped at tbe "Playhouse" 8unday great cures prove It's a wonderful healer
*»
Those Questions.
λ
vacation.
oo
less there were just as many sevenhome
is
at
Lewis Abbott
brooks and to save them they have to be night.
of the worst sores, uloers, bolls, feloos,
Wadsworth (at the telephone)—Hel
Miss Lizzie Bonney is at work for
ty-five years ago as there are now, but,
bis
also
at
as
ia
sklo
better
conditions.
Mr.
Robchapped
to
moved
McAllister
Maok
eruptions,
staying
eczema,
Ιο! I· this Main 8967? Voice at the
like disease germs, they had not then Mrs. A. B. Abbott.
bine has given us nearly all the services brother John's.
hands, sprains and corns. Try It. 25c Other Bad-Tea. Who do you want to
been discovered and brought to public
Many of the children In tie place are we have had in an official line sinoe the
are stopping at at F. A. Shurtleff à Co.
Molntires
Some
of
the
notice.
verv sick with whooping cough.
see? Wadsworth—la Mr. Hammeraley
Pine Lodge cottage, and there ia another
brooks were closed.
The dam at the mill has been repaired.
annual reunion of the First, there? Voice at the Other Bind—Tea.
The
the
the
Is
the
on
at
Tubba
G.
Child
K.
oottage.
bay
cutting
party
Asso- Do yon want to talk to him? Wad»
James Ripley has been unable to work
An exchange baa discovered fut the
The Gibbsea bave been at their j)laoe Tenth, and 29th Maine Regiment
Cbas. Farnum place.
reason of a cut on hit
ciation will be held Thursday, Aug. 11, worth—Να 1 want to kiss him.—Chififtieth anniversary of the bet le of for some time by
Herman Fuller and Ira B. Wing have some time.
Woodstook
The company at Tom Jones' have re- at the regimental barracks, Dongnty's cago Becord-HarakL
moved their families to
Gettysburg comes Ang. 1st. Tbe p.oof- band.
Gordon Abbott ia very sick. He la where
reader in that office should have fit
landing, Long Island, Portland harbor.
a lumber job.
to Salrm.
have
turned
they
man.
with hla
beiag treated by Dr. Rose

busy

East Waterford.
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will all tbelr romances be written
mmnoces. Mime of them are.
like tliHt of the young woman who got

SMILEY

|

Shirt Waists

let

Sliubby

tired of being called "poor

ho

thing*'

because she received no Invitation*
Htid Liiid to eat all her meals .it tbe
to
boarding bouse table that she took
eating alone once in awhile at a cheap

restaurant and then brazenly lying
ulioiit tbe frU-nda who bad invited
her to dinner
There wiis s young man In that
el·
house who never went anywhere
oat
flier The rtr**i night tbe girl stayed

nearly

devolution

life's
him*

overpowered

"Even that poor little white
faci^d soul has tnnde friends who want
"Nobody wants ma
ber." he said.

I'm oo good on earth."
at
Then on rare occasions bis place
friends T"
the table was vacant "New
asked tbe landlady.
"Yes." lied the young man.
met
One night the man and tbe girl
In a twenty-flve cent restaurant They

blushed: they fenced; they finally
feaaed.
said tbe
"We're a pair of frauda,"
that tonlgbt
girL "It's awfnl to tblnk
bave to
wben we go bome we will
wltb
dining
been
bave
we
tbat
swear
con

friends."

"ain't
"Well." said tbe yonng man.

we?"—New York Preea.

Are the kind that the well dressed woman wears
because there is that style to them that pleases.

98c.

rhe new DUTCH WAISTS are just what you
want these hot days, low neck, short sleeves.
1
Fhis style with many others, long or short
sleeves for 98c.
(

LACE WAISTS In plain and
WAISTS of Batiste, Lawn and China
fibred
311k, long or abort sleeves trimmed with net, handsomely trimmed with Woiie
ace and embroidery, large assortment, and Val. lace In white ami ecru, (3.^8
and $4 08.

11.48, «1.98, $2.08.

Cool Muslin Underwear.

WHITE SKIRTS of fine muslin with deep flounces, trimmed with iaCe 0r
special value 98c. Pine assortment with deep fljunces with lace and

bamburg,
smbroidery trimmed #1.25, II 49, |?98.
CORSET COVERS of good muslin trimmed with several
ing with ribbon, 25c, 29c, fine quality with nice trimmings of
50c, 75c, 98c, «1.25.

rows lace ami beadlace and embr
>i<lery,

PRINCESS SLIPS plain and checked muslin trimmed with Vai. Uoe,
flounces plain and others trimmed with lace, 98c, 11.49, 91.75, $1.98.
GOWNS or NIGHT ROBES large assortment of chemise styled h »a Nv>ra«ly
trimmed with embroidery and lace with ribbon, 50c, 98c, 11.49, $1.9«. Man> other
low or high neck, long or short sleeves, 50c to $2.98.

itylee

AGGRESSIVE.

SHE WAS

H· Was Not
Lucky For th· Little Man
Her Huaband.

of tbe
The lady In the offside corner
a truculent air and

a

DisThe Reason His Wife Qave For

leave

Pair
Started by th· Unmasking of tha
of Frauds.
to es
Not QDtU boarding bousea cease

tramcar

SET HIM THINKING.

Smiley's

A ROMANCE IN SIGHT.

possessed

discolored eye.
"Funny thing any

one

can't take a

glarln
penny ride without everybody
a smalt
at 'em." she remarked, fixing
and
gentleman wearing gray whiskers her
hat wltb
a somewhat rusty top

MAINE.

NORWAY,

oormal optic.
Tbe small gentleman suddenly be
advertise
came Interested In a soap
ment

"If any one can't 'ave a black eye
askln
without Tom. Dick and Ilarry
are comln* to a pretty
things
questions
pass." continued the lady.
wltb soap advertisethough emlneutly discreet

Silence, allied

study,
Ineffective.
"You I'm a-talkln* to."

ment
was

The

Clearance Sale
OF MEN'S SUMMER SUITS

lady

the small gentleman's knee
there
with her umbrella. "Bin settln'
won·
this last ten minutes, you 'ave.
If
me.
derin' If my 'usban' gives It to
Is there
It'll ease yer mind, 'e did.
anything else?"
"Mndam." the small gentleman com
meuced. "had I been your bualiand""I should 'a' got off at th' cemetery
the
with u wreath Instead o' goln' ter
'orsepltal with a visitor's ticket." snap
wouldn't
ped the lady, "and the wreath
Loudon
'a' been expensive either."
Ideas

prodded

A Weary Celebrity.
When Mrs Roger A Pryor was a
lu fiarlotteville.
young woman living
Vs.. visiting authors seldom reached
tbe beautiful university town. "Tlmcl:
Martlncaii
eray. Dickens and Miss
In bet
passed us by." says Mrs Pryor
book entitled "My Duy Reminiscence»
"
But Frederlkj Brern
of a Long Life
wltb
er condesceuded to spend a nlgbi
her compatriot. Baron Scheie de N'ere
of the university faculty, on her way

A
is

CLEARANCE SALE is

supplies.

in

clothes

just as good

Putting your

we are
a

offering

place

as

difference between present
sell for
can

regularly

is

a

you

you'll get

lay

into the

find for it.

The

and what the clothes

rate of interest than you

bigger

are

stocked up pretty

a summer

weight

suit to

The amount you will have to pay is

your wardrobe.

to the months of satisfaction

compared

small

to

special prict..

at

can

prices

well, it will pay you to add

money

now

get in other ways. Even if you

very

good place

a

out of the clothes.

All Suits $2 to $4 Mark Down,

the south
Scheie de Vere Invited a choice com
Miss
pany to spend the oue evening
Bremer granted him. Her works were
extremely popular with the unverslty
circle, and every one was on tiptoe ot
to

H. B. FOSTER,
CLOTHIER,

PRICE

ONE

Maine.

Norway,

pleased anticipation

While lb»· walling company eagerly
ex|>ected her the door opened- not for
Miss Bremer, but for her com pa u ton

who anuouueed:
"Miss Bremer, she beg excuse. Shiver* tlr«*d and must sleep. If she come
she gape iu your uoses."
Funérale In England.
At the time of Queen Victoria's fu
neral u writer lu the Undertakers
Journal complained that, while roya
buralH were hi ill conducted In an lui
cere
presslve man tier, a sad lack of
moulai distinguished tbe funerals ot
"Item after item hiu<
the nobility
been abandoned, idea after Idea tin*
been dropped, each meaning a d 1st m
An uudcrtakci
loss to our business.
In ibe west end. referring to the recent death of a noble lord, conlided to

uieui
me: 'Forty years ago 1 buried a
ber of that family, and the funeral bill
Ten yearcame to £ 1 .2ΓιΟ (Ïi5.2."(ji
later I buried auotlier. when It cam··
cW.">00i. Fifteen
over £700
to

Just

at u cost ot
years ago I buried a third,
£320 (Jl.lilKb. but the bill fur this one
"
• lid not reach £75 ($375).'

An Artist's 8trupgles.
Professor vou llerkomer. the famous
painter, had such a struggle to gain
a living In bis early days that bud it
uot been for bis Inexhaustible stock
of patience and self coutidence In
would probably buve abandoned art
lie sold his tlrst picture for
entirely
2 guineas aud later on earned for a

THIS VERY POPULAR line of shoes is growing more popular «very
lor
month, and the reason is plain—they are the btst that can be ma

and

are

better than

a

large

a

cost more.

Manufacturers of other

yh

them for

r

compliment by buying
the superiority of this line

great

to us

of foot·,v.

ir.

always.

line of them

Ί

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
Tolopbono 118*8.

Reduction Sale
Is Now On.

cur pets

SUITS.

SUMMER

COAT AND PANT6.

$10.00 quality,
9.00 quality,
8.50 quality,
6.00 quality,

lustrated Journal.- London Globe.

*

First Oil Well.
In tbe year ISfiU Ε L. Drake of
Tltusvllle. Ph., drove the tlrst oil well.
Like other pioneers, be was regarded
as a dreamer or a fool, and people
laughed at tbe idea of tapping a subIt was only by
terrnueun oil lake.
pretending that be was In search of a
bed of salt that be was able to get
When tbe
drillers to work for hlin
borer had reached a depth of about
seventy feet Drake found bis anticipations realized, and be was the possessor of an oil well wblch. with the
aid of a band pump, yielded blm
twenty-five barrels a day.—New York

now
now

$7.66

6.90
6.29
4.75

now
now

OUTING PANTS.

$3.50 quality,

now

3.00 quality,
2.50 quality,
2.00 quality,

now

$2.65
2.35
1.95
1.39

now
now

CHILDREN'S WASH SUITS.

76c quality,
50c quality,

of a Famous 8aying.
Euclid, who Is sometimes called tbe
father of mathematics, taught this
subject Id tbe famous school at Alexaudrla.
Relng asked one day by tbe
king of Egypt (Ptolemy Soter) whether
be could nor teach blm tbe science In
a shorter way, Euclid answered In
words that have been memorable ever
rince. "Sire, there Is uo royal road to
earning." Not many scrape of conversation buve lived, as this reply has, for

Origin

60c
39c

now

now

....

STRAW HATS.

American.

$2.00 quality,
1.60 quality,
1.00 quality,

now
now

$1.60

now

50c quality,
25c quality,

now
now

1.00
75c
39c
19c

J. F. Plummer,
Clothier and Furnisher,

South Paris.

31 Market Sq.,

2.200 years.

Luok.

what is luck?
Tommy's Pop Luck, my son. Is what
comet to a man wbo bas tbe opportunity of baying something for a mere
song, but wbo can't sing.—Philadel-

phia Record.

A Bird In the Hand.
A woman is a person wbo would
ratber bave bar bos band at bom· &
nights than in tba Bail of ram·.—Qftlveston

that

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO

aud then look to designing
For some years be battled with poverty, achieving no success until be
obtalued employment ou a weekly II

Tommy-Pop,

some

grade shoes pay the Sorosis
That proves
own families.
We carry

S4.00

AND

S3.50

short time a couple of pounds weekly
for a woodcut which he supplied t>
TIiIh modest saiarj
a cotulc paper
coming to u stop, be was at his wits
end to know what to do. He applied
to a troupe of minstrels for an en
as zither player, but lu vain

gugeinent

OXFORDS

AND

BOOTS

Now·.

Man's Inbumenltj to man makes
countless thousand· io MkawlMi Iffla.

Trunks,
Rfl 0*C
β

I Have

a

Large Assortment

grades and styles of trunks. One
inch
m> big selling trunks is a 36

of all

two straps
Straw and Rattan Suit

brass trimmed trunks with

*

Suit Cases.

for

$5.00.

Cases

£1.35 to $4.00.

James N. Favor, i
•1

Main St,

PROP. OP TMi TUCKSH
HARM··· STORI.

Norway, Malna.

L
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June 19, 1910,
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ULAVK SOUTH PAU·
—5 Otf A. M., ilally ;930 A. M.,
4 uûP. M., Jally ; 7 37 A. M.

Suaday:

in lay only.
—930 A. M.,
tlî> weul
p. m..
·■.'·. sunday; 9 JO

ν γ. m

Surviay only.

s37p.*.,

dally; 10:28 a

CHCBCHM.
Kt'v A. T. Me
ûtrvtfatlonal Church,
Preaching service, 10:45 a. m.;
3. C. Ε. e.Dn
P.
Y.
a.
45
m.;
il
Church
p.
!>u service 7.Ό0
y
at 7 30 p. *.
" ednesday evening
are cordially In·..'■* :s« connected,

pnt

Bev. Milton MoAliaterof Salem, Κ. Η.

is * gue«t In town.

MIm Hat tie A.
Jante· S. Wright'·.

Hooper

is at Hon

Mie» Lottie Record of Buokfield ia ι
visitor nt Frank A. Tnylor'a.

Mrs. Gcorgle Keougb of Lewlaton hai
been η gueet at L. B. Carter's.

Η.

Mrs. William B. Hayes of Providence,
I., is a gueat at Alton C. Wheeler's.

Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Clark of Portland,
formerly of South Paris, were in towi

Sunday.

Misses Addie and Lottie Giles returned from their vacation Sunday night and
are at their work again.
Mrs. Ε. N. Anderson returned some
days since from her viait to her son and
family in Providence, R. I.

Qmm Esther Brllltaatly Pmwtid
THX

BEAUTIFUL

CANTATA

Α

Voices of tho Loag Ago.

Mata· New· Nota·.

Maxim of Cab bridge at the nout observance
of the two hundredth anniversary of the Old
Brick Church in Dlgbton, Mam.)

More or less damage waa don· in
Main· by laat Monday'· ahowers.

(Thl· original poem vu md by Mlaa Mirth»

ΘΒΚΑ'

I

8UCC*e8 111 ALL ΒΧβΡΧΟΤβ.

For three evening· lut week good aa
dlences braved tbe diaoomforte of a an m
mer night to witness tbe presentation ο
tbe cantata, "Queen Either." And thi
sanguine expectation· which they hat
been led to oberiah were not disappointed
Ια all ita featured it waa fatly ap to th<
mark, and not only good entertainment
for every one, but artiatloally a credit tc
the place and to thoee who bad It ii

We meet thl· rare ud sacred day,
When earth to heaven draw· nearer,
And look aoroea two oentutee,
And heart to heart grow· dearer.
Through vistas dim we trace the steps
Of sturdy pioneer·;
To voices of the Look Ago,
We hart two hundred yean.

Paria green. He waa 70 year· of
age. Poof health la «opposed to bave
been tbe cause of the act.

taking

We call the Old Time back again,
It· gift· with toy we hall.
As from the hallowed pait we lift

The cantata telle In muaio tbe Biblica
ntory of Queen Bather, made queen bj
King Ahaauerue in place of tbe deposed

The century-woven veil.

By Segregansefs winding way·
Your father·' father· trod.
Seeking, a* did their Pilgrim (1res,
Freedom to worship God.

Mr. and Mr·. J. 0. Crooker bâte rc
turned from Portland.
Frank H. Book baa a new Bnlok tooi
Roland Hod km, 18, of Beverly, Ma··.,
waa drowned In Lake Maranaoook Fri- log oar.
The selectmen of tbo town tbia yea
day when hia canoe lipped over. He
It !· fair b
waa a waiter In Colllna' Hotel, Marana- pay the laat town bond.
procaine that taxe· for 1911 will be mncl
oook.
reduced a», under aooh conditions, ther
▲ddlaon P. Greene committed aulolde will be no bonded debt.
at hla borne at Baat Wintbrop Friday by
Jndge W. F. Jones la away on a ahor ■

;

Aa faint aa echoes ot a dream
Tbeee roloea from afar
Seem floating down from Heaven'· gates,
Beyond the evening Mar.

ohargn.

«

«

■·

>

j

miSpriestJ

.·

<

>
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>

iday

·■

rapldly.tban

Ranted

jnade

I

j*·
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Aug. 15.

Λ

GRAND MARK DOWN
In Summer Goods

vacation.
Mr. and

Mre. D. W. Goodwin an I
visited by tbeir daughter and frienda
Clothing fonnd on the bank of the Lit- Mre. Eugene Ruaaell and Florenoe Gyp
tle Androscoggin River at Anburn Fri- son of Lowell, Maaa.
Private· Cheater E. Weaton, Veràe Ε
day waa Identified by Mr. and Mrs.
Lodger Dionne M that of tbeir too Al- Thomas and Philip I. Stevens, latebavο
fred, 9 y eara of age, and there la little Co. D, 2d Regiment, N. G. S. M.,
been dlabonorably discharged .from tb<
donbt that he la arowned.
Guards for non-attendance at tbe U. S
MonFruit
Farm
at
Maine'· State
Inspection and for absence from drill·.
mouth for experimenting in fruits and
Tbomaa Lanlgan of Oxford waa belt
on
work
is
exoellent
potato, by Judge Jonea Wedneaday for aaaaul
doing
crop·
on
orchard
the
other
and
and
crops
corn,
with intent to kill James H. Glover ο

Esther ia a Hebrew, a niece 01
Mordecai, by whom abe waa brought up
p
,.π».
but she baa not revealed her nationality
^
Mrs. Arthur T. Royal and three daugh· to the
Calm and still, Ο gentle river,
king. Hainan, the king'a favorit*
flte*]Gliding to the waiting sea—
harch. Rev T. S. Kewlev, Pastor ters, of Worcester, Maaa., are visiting and counselor of the
is angry be
10 00 a. il,
realm,
To
rnlB"
loyal hearts ye spake of Ulm
n
prayerroeetlng
ν
0Ds
Sabbath Schoo her mother, Mrs. Frances Harlow.
cause Mordecai will not bow to bim, anc
Who walked on Galilee.
--"!·ν 10 45 A. M.;
or*·*
00 p. ■.·
secures
from
tb«
of 4000 applet reea set out by its former
.rth League Meeting β
an
edict
for
tbe
,· |
f> »
king
Mr. and Mrs. Nairn m Moore of Rum7 30;
Where savage foe burntd wigwam Λ res,
.· w e-lneedav evening
ή",
owner, Chanosllor J. R. Day of Syracuse,
ford have been guests for a few days of destruction of the Jews in tbe provinces.
And wild beast* made their lUrs,
'a venin* 7 30.
.■ t
Pastor
who bought Hightnoor 20 years ago foi
Setilr
They reared a temple bought with price
urch, Kev. £. A. Pavls,
Mr. Moore's sister, Mrs. Wallace Ryer- Esther, at the command of Mordecai,
K,
Sab.
Of ceaseless toll and prayers.
and at tbe risk of her own life, becausc
reaching service 10 45 a.
a stock raising place.
son.
(m
'J M.| V P. ί. C. ï., 6 15 p. m.■
tut
contrary to the law, appears before tht
evening
Bradford Deahon, about 60 yeara of
Tbey hewed from riants of the woods
■:·,·: -»ip. M.; Wednesday
Russell Blanchard and Miss Hester
AU are
Seau free.
A sanctuary blest,
king to Intercede for her people. Hei
ο 7 Ju.
age, committed suicide by hanging at
Swan of South Weymouth, Mass., were petition is
pr»y
and Sagamore
Sachem
bold
Where
and
Hainan
ia
finally
granted,
w- ■>
hla farm in South Llmington. He waa
Roamed mossy hillock's crest.
nurrh, Rev Chester Gore Miller, guests at Albert E. Dean's last week for
hanged on a gallows which he baa built
l'a
at
alone at the plaoe, and the suicide waa
ilng service every Sunday
a
few
Paiti
P.
U.
Y.
c.
days.
for
Mordecai.
M.
From out primeval forest paths
lay School at 12
not discovered until bia son-in-law, with
ΐυ «
And wilderness It grew,
A proper Oriental setting is given to
Mr. and
Mrs.
John Neumann of
U
whom he apenda part of bia time, oame
And to-day this sacred edifice
of
the
Because
the
small
ΜΚΚΤΙΝΟβ.
stage
picture.
«Γ AT KO
We consecrate anew.
Chicago have been the guests of Mrs.
after him. No cauae except poor health
Lodge, No. 94. Regular Neumann's brother, Dr. D. M. Stewart, in the ball, it was not possible to use all
y, -l'art
»
■,
la known.
f
As
members
of
this
hallowed
1
chnrch,
venins on or before full moon
with
the
for
use
ν
special scenery designed
lor a few days.
meet
Turn History's glowing psge.
-Μι unt Mica Lodge, regular
Certificate of Incorporation waa filed
it, but by taking a portion of it, and by
They trace upon Its time-worn ieavea
ovetiln ? of each week—Aurora
There will be a social dance at Acad- the use of practically tbe whole of the
lni
with tbe Secretary of State Friday in beevening*
A goodly heritage.
ihlrl
Monday
ami
ret
jj'"
half of tbe United Light and Railway
emy Hall, Pari» Hill, Tuesday evening, raised stage in the ball together with an
(
No.
For here the Dove of Peace I· found ;
_>{. ni Pie -«an Kebekah Lodge,
August 9. Admission 25 centa each. All cxteution at the frunt, a good effect was
capital of
Co, which apecidea a
i;,
Here Sabbath bells out-welllne
·η·1 an«l fourth Fridays of each
ν
invited.
cordially
930,000,000, par· value $100, nothing paid
secured, and there was sufficient room
Call wandering p'lgrims front afar,
fellows' Hali.
r.
a a;
meet*
No.
148,
seek
the
Father's
Poet.
To
ia
the
atate
in. The fee to
dwelling.
93,005. This
μ
Κ. Kimball
,.
Ε. N. Haokeil is taking his vacatiou to present tbe scenes of the cantata very
of each
r I Saturday evenings
la the largeat Maine corporation orwell. Tbe costumes, which were proit \
from
the
store
of
and
even-tide
N.
Bolster
thrush
at
D.
Co.
of
Here, song
\ R. Hall
I jt?
A
ganized in Maine in two years.
Salutes the reverent air.
.'mball Circle. I.miles of the (J.
with Mrs. Haskell will spend the time in vided by Mr. Newton, who conducted
w
And all the listening things of earth
the presentation, were in keeping with
nd third Saturday evenings or
Portland
and
Denmark.
g
Burna which terminated fatally a few
Seemed bowed In silent prayer.
r. (.rand \rm.< Hall.
the time and place of the story, and gave
eiv
meets
houra later were received by Mra. Daniel
nu L. Chamberlain Camp
her
Mrs.
Theodore
is
a
rich
effect.
visiting
of
the
Thayer
full
the
forth
Incense
Here, Nature sends her
lav night after
L. Bragdon of Portland Tuesday. She
v,;
From ancient oak and pine.
sob, Harold. T. Thayer, at Rumford, for
The soloists of tbe evening are well
be
MM
And wind· with hymns of praise are sweet, I waa alone at the time and it oan not
urarge. from May I to Oct-1, a few day», and ih accompanied by Miss known in musical circles in South Paris,
the
With melody divine.
known juat what happened, but It is
third Saturday; during
m c
uud no special comment as to their
In Gladys Keen of Norway.
Saturday,
meets
every
year,
fr
supponed that she was filling one reserno wise fell
Ο, dweller br yon river Mr,
The Woman's Missionary Society bold work is necessary. They in
6
voir of her oil atove when the dftt took
With Time's unceasing flow.
-eeon'S and fourth Mondays of
I.
its meeting in the sma>l vestry of the below the high standard of performance,
will
More tenderly your heart
fire from another burner of the atove.
cling
·»
either musical or dramatic, which we
To thing· of the Long Ago!
Htony Brook Lodge, No. 181, Baptist church Thursday, at 3 o'clock.
evening·
Mr*. Gladys Cornish, 20, of New York,
>Ί fourth Wednesday
expect of tbem. Throughout the scenes
All the ladies cordially invited.
s
From that far time to thl· bleat day,
':.th
was probably fatally burned at tiowdoinwere presented with full dramatic action,
Of tr
meets
every
Two
centurie·
31,
Intervening,
No,
::n Lodge,
Α. H
Newton of Boston, who has by both principals and chorus.
bam Tuesday, due to an explosion of
The
God'· many faithful ministers
\ 1'ythlan Hall.
ft ay
been conducting "Queen Esther," left principal characters were as follows:
Have filled the past with meaning.
kerosene wbiob she was applying to
Sl^ke U spending his vaca- here Saturday morniug for Londonderry, Κ-ther. the Queen
light a fire in the stove. She was visitj,
Mrs II. S. Wilaon.
We seem to see that reverend form,
Vt., where he is to prepare the cantata Ahaftueru», tne King,
Point.
W. K. Fletcher.
Whoee sixty «even year·
ing her mother, Mrs. A. U. Pease, a
tion
Her
for presentation.
Human, the King's Counsellor, and OverOf toll and benediction, gave
former resMent of New York.
seer of the Renin
To dry the mourner'· tear·.
^urdy-gurdy of tbe «eaeon
George A. Rrlgg*
clothing was burned off and her entire
Rov E. Cole.
Mr. and Mm. Albert D. Park were at Monlecal, a Jew
η Kriday.
itru. <
Mrs. Luella Smiley.
He leads the Host Un«een, whose eoul·
body burned terribly.
their camp, Monticule, at Shagg Pood, Zercsh. Hainan's wife
Mrs. A. C- Wheeler.
Mordecal's sister,
Have earned the richest prize,
Day <>f H «ton it» the guest over
V
and Suuday.
Tins week
Albert Colley, aged S3, a section hand
Saturday
Miss S. M. Wheeler.
Id
mansion· blest, where God shall wipe
Prophetess
Richards.
leu
El
Mrs.
of!;,
AII tear· from our eye·.
they go to their Old Orchard cottage for Median Princesse·
by the Maine Central Rtilroad
employed
Mrs W. P. Morton, Miss Grace Thayer.
f J. F. Plummer's new a stay of a few days.
at New Olouoester, was fatally injured
■in
Persian
Princesses,...
here
Your
gentle shepherd
to-day
I
; .· Mreet is going up.
Mrs F. E. Barrows, Mr*. Lou Dausbraty.
Wednesday by being strnok by a freight
Leads tenderly hie flock;
N. D. Bolster has been in Portland for
Mrs. M. L. Noyes.
First Maid of Honor,
HI·* strong, unwavering faith In God
engine. Colley was lighting the switch
are spend- the past few days.
who
Mr·.
Elder
G.
S.
Bolster,
v.
s.
Stands firm u Dlghton Bock I
M
S. C. Foster.
light and the engine, which bad been
has beeu visiting in Massachusetts, join- iiarbo'nah,
»:ι in in Portland and vicining
detached from the train to take water,
O, may hi· faithful labor· here
ed him in Portland, and they are expectEdwards.
Balph
of
vet
Link
love
bond·
stronger.
ity
was backing down when it etruck him
ed home Monday night.
And give thl· church a lease or lite
H égal
Albeit E. Dean.
He died in tbe hospital a few boar· later.
tee '.'u : ey and Miss Florence
y
Two hundred centurie· longer I
Misa Marie Newton.
Ilerald
to
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Davis of Port Fair·
Kiel aeon «eut on the excursion
Cup Bearers—Misses Artlne Crocker, Lillian
The body of an unknown man was
as
our
And
we
way·,
separate
a
go
for
tield have been at Dr. C. L. Buck's
Powers. Grace Dean, Ida Dean, Dorothy Wight,
Togu* Wednesday.
And newer pathways search,
found by some boys on tbe bank of a
few days, and Monday morning they and Murl Monk.
Our heart· will turn and voice this prayer: creek in Westbrook
been
AbHarlan
has
Bearers—Elraer
Fernaid
Dean,
spend- Dr. ami Mrs. Buck went to Cliff Island,
Klog's Cup
Priday. It had evi>o.
M
God bless this grand old church I
bott. Alan Miller, Bernard Leach.
lain there for some months. There
week with friends at Long where
dently
In^
will
the
week.
Malda
of
Persians,
Jew·,
Guard·,
present
spend
Pages,
they
was little doubt that the man committed
'tiand Harbor.
Farmers' Vacations.
Honor, etc.
lelan :.
The Oxford County Pomona Grange
aa a pistol with one empty cartmoved
in this cut was made necbreak
vacation for the farmer? luicide,
▲
have
One
What!
Blake
A.
W.
of
Tt
')
field meeting will be held at the county
band and a bullet hole in bis
the illness of Mr. Cole, who How ia be to leave the farm with its ridge in his
by
where Mr. Blake has been
essary
»
fairgrounds ou Tuesday, August 23d. had been confined to the bouse (or some manifold duties and carea to enjoy a va- bead testified. Every mark about hie
time.
jume
'or
emp .·
The speakers will be the state master,
that might serve to identify him
Iq this contingency tbe part of cation as the city people that visit him slothing
tbe the state lecturer and a speaker from •lays.
removed.
>
rtletf bas mounted
A
Modecai was taken by Mr. Newton, do? Who is to do the milking, feed the bad been carefully
taken from tbe Methodist Vermont.
*ea
while the singing of the part wm re- pigs, and do the "chores1'?
Tee, that
The
Presumpscot River is justly called
!i * irain mill.
chu:
C. W. Shaw and family and Mr. and enforced by the voice of JL. S. Sessions. is all very trae, yet there are many brief the Little Oiant
of power streams.
was
of
that
afford
chorus
Tbe
Mrs.
Herrick's
son
Malcolm
with
and
Ε.
H.
volume,
Mrs.
good
one-day
temporary
r Ε. Clark
may
Uerrlck,
trips
MiNowhere else in this country baa a
and
and
well
drilled
in
voice
weariness
in
toil
and
of
from
incessant
W.
relief
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
ara
r
Marion
Penley
visiting
prompt
parents,
u,<
itream of its' size and potential horse
and rejuvenate the tired body and
West Paris, left Monday morning for action.
■> a* bek or more.
L>v>
power been so highly developed for
Δη interesting feature of tbe cantata furnish healthful food for the mind.
where they will spend a
Island,
total
Bailey's
Its
manufacturing purposes.
Kitner Harlow of Bridge»
M
was tbe several drills, which worked in Many Oxford Connty farmers and their
week or more.
from the gateway where it leaves
length
a guest at W. P. Maxim's
p
naturally as diversions of the king's families by means of tbe early and late Sebago Lake to tbe dam at PresumpThe oid miner, Napoleon Bonaparte
if the summer.
for tbe r
court. These included tbe drill of the trains can enjoy a pleasant respite from
scot lower falls into Casco Bay is a trifle
who has been digging gold for
Jackson,
of eight boys, the queen's dally toil and the diversion will do them
Mr* < A Bessey of Stooebam, Mass.,
lees than 20 miles; and in this distance
He king's guard
was in town Saturday.
thirty
years,
or
tuves here, and will probguard of seventeen women, the hoop much good. Certainly no one needs,
is
It develops an energy of 40,000 horse
has dug more gold out of the earth in the
the
tambourine
to
a
vacation than the
drill of seventeen girls,
is better entitled
fur some weeks.
»bly ru;
power for the turning of wheels and the
Swift Kiver region than any other man, drill of tbe same
and
tbe
chilthe
of
tiller
soil.
strenuous
number,
generating of electricity.
i'arlin of Wilton has been and is always ready to talk mining.
Mrabout
dren's dower drill, by
A day's outing costs little and may
forty
er parents, Mr. aud Mrs.
th* e
Naturally the ohlldren got aave illneaa and doctor's bills. There is
will ob- children.
Rough Is tbe road of the liquor dealer
Mt. Mica Lodge, I. O. O. F
W. H. inakt for a few days.
the heartiest rounds of applause, as a limit to human endurance but many in Maine 1
N. C. McCausland, deputy
serve the auniversary of its organisation
f August is vacation at on Thursday evening, at the time of its while all the drills were splendidly done, do not realize the fact until the physical :ollector of internal revenue at tbe
as was to be expected, pre- system Is exhausted and they are obligPortsmouth, Ν. H., office, haa issued a
the ( ν -. st church, and there will regular weekly meeting, with exercises the children
This is
sented the most taking appearance.
ed to give up and call in the physician ukase to Maine liquor dealers.
there for that time.
be η > ν
appropriate to the occasion. The KeIncluding the children, and with some and take an enforced vacation in the t: Retail liquor and retail malt liquor
bekahs bave been invited to join in the
vs, who recently sold bis
A Κ i
the
and
in
drills
back bed room.
lealers who fail to pay their special
duplication of parts
observance, at 8 o'clock.
fc" iv
:gs Avenue, has bought
A day or two even spent in travel be- liquor taxes, wbiob are due on July 1,
choruses, there were a total of nearly a
chanic Falls, and moved
a house at
in
tbe
onr
door
performance.
yard, beholding
grand before Aug. 1 will be summarily arrested
yond the
Joseph A. Xoyee has sold bis house hundred people
there last »t i.
Mrs. Cora S. Briggs was pianist, and natural scenery, seeing bow other peo- »nd prosecuted to tbe fullest extent of
on Hill Street to Mrs. Waterhouse, wife
A'
λ
Holmes and family of New of George Waterhouse of Bryant's Pond, an orchestra oomposed of Carl S. Brigga ple live, looking at other farmers, orope the law. Excuses will no longer be ac.»
Mr. Holmes' and Mr. and Mrs. Waterhouse will come violin, F. P. Knapp cornet, H. W. Shaw and fields, is a pleasant, healthful diver- :epted. It is a plain case of pay, and
are with
B; u.e. C
and Ralph Easson trombone, sion and acta as a tonic for body and
pay promptly, or go to jail."
parta'c M and Mrs. A. L. Holmes, for here to live. Mr. Noyes has purchased clarionet,
'·
mind, and perhaps may do better than
the Briggs house on the Stony Brook aaaiated in the production.
weeks.
a stay
In no way la tbe change in tbe manner
Adverse criticism takes the form only doctors' tonics or patent medicines.
road just at the edge of the village.
Mr am· > h. C. B. McArdle left Friof the mildly expressed suggestion that
A day-trip by early train to Lewiston, }f living from former years more marked
f r
visit of about two weeks to
U. G. Wheeler came oui from his camp tbe performance is rather too much of a Portland and the islands or Old Orchard, than in tbe consumption of fruit. There
their i t
er, Mrs. Hoy E. Strickland, at Shagg Pond on Friday, and left to Rood thing—that it is a trifle long.
is very enjoyable and will pay. A one- Is more fruit of all kinds sold and con·
ioScbe·.· 'ady, N. Y.
assume bis duties as superintendent of
Mrs. H. 8. Wilson and Mr·. Luella day trip to Togas via ateam and trolley lumed in every city and town of Maine
in Paterson, N. J. Mrs. Wheel- Smiley were in general charge of the lines Is one of the best that can be en- in a day than there was in a year fifty
Mrs '.Vulter Peaslee and daughter of schools
will remain at Shagg
V li., are visiting Mrs. Peaslee's er and daughters
Ei"
production of the cantata, did the pre- joyed and is not expensive, while fall of pears ago. Tbe difference is greater
time longer, and Mim liminary work and the business in conthan that between tbe wheelbarrow of
pleasure and delight.
motîi-r Mrs. Matilda Richardson, and Pond for some
Smith of Portland, a teacher in Everett, nection with it. It was under the diIf all the family cannot leave home at jnr fathers and the modern touring car.
other relative· in town.
rection of A. H. Newton of Boston, who one time, why, there are other days to A.nd the price of fruit to-day is cheaper
Mass., is there with them.
Λ
rtion of the cast of Queen Esther,
makes this his specialty. Since his ar- follow, and all can be served. Remem- than it was fifty years ago when bananas
is
as
vausual
went
to
of
month
The
in<
August
»og tbe principal soloists,
rival in town about three weeks since, ber that "Aunt Sarah" is just aa needy brought a dime apieoe and no yellow
have
churcb.
to
at
the
afternoon
cation
into
Congregational
Norway Thursday
he has been constantly and very aotively of reat and recreation aa "Unole Josh." >nes, plantains, were imported
i The Christian Endeavor Society will hold engaged in preparing it for premutation, So don't leave her out In your plans.
•om group pictures taken.
Maine.
its meeting regularly every Sunday even- and rehearsals have filled the afternoons
One will be surprised at the amount of
M
and Mrs. H. A. Morton were at
ing at 6:30, and the prayer meeting will and evenings as well as many of tbe pleasure derived from even one day'·
Napoleon Beaudette of Lewlston, 50
Ka
Killooleet, Sbagg Pond, over Sun- be held
each week,
of age, it dead with a fraotured
evening
Wednesday
rears
famishes
la
a
and
It
outing.
change
day And Mrs. Morton will remain there but all other services will be omitted mornings.
and Louie Gauthier la under ar·
ikull,
and
for
reflection
for
local
food
a
As
stage production, Queen
many days
w.th friends for some weeks.
until the tiret Sunday in September.
rest charged with striking the blow
Esther is the event of years, and makes weeka following.
M.
Charles K. Elder and Miss Mildred
indirectly cauaed death. The
return for the many days and
Try it, ye weary ones, and if it does whichmen
At the meeting of the fire department a good
the atreet
were walking on
two
Ε le
f Maiden, Mass., arrived Thursbeen
work
that
have
of
bard
fill
tbe
the
not
put
bill,
just
wby
charge
Mr. Friday evening the members voted to go nights
afternoon, ana got Into an altheir summer home here.
Monday
day
its
to
into
preparation.
damage
to state fair with the Pacific engine and
Elic λ expected in a few days.
tercation, in the oourae of which GauSLocnu.
There were good houses on Wednescompete for the prizes on Monday, Sept.
thier atruok. Beaudette a blow which
Π. 1. Stuart, who has for some time 5th, Labor Day. The foreman of each day and Friday evening·, and on Thursknocked him down. Hla head atruck
Examination for Postmaster.
the house was full, only
bet-i,
acipal of tbe Hallowed High ! company is to find out just how many day evening
auch force as to
The United States Civil Service Com- the sidewalk with
Sch··
has been elected principal of the of his company will go and report to the three seats in tbe reserved section being
the akull. Gauthier la the aon
Fracture
on
that
number
and
a
announces
mission
standing
Saturday,
large
I'ooy ί gb School at Augusta, a very committee that was elected to have unsold,
and Uvea In
tbe evening. Although the Aug. IS, 1910, an examination will be )t a Lewlaton polloe officer,
dei*
position.
charge of the affair—Harold Gammon, throughout
Turner.
a
of
as
a
result
amounts
to
at
held
sura,
Andover,
large
Maine,
quite
Geo. Clark. The next expense
Κ>·
ν
'Γ. McWborter and family will M«*rton Millett,
there will be a fair margin as net which it is expected to make certifica9th, 7:30.
The town of Kennebunkport lost the
week on their annual vacation, meeting, Aug.
I?
tion to fill a contemplated vacanoy in the
proceeds.
chairman of Ita board of aelectmen Tueaat Union,
weeks
two
tiret
the
·?*::
position of fourth class postmaster of lay when Winfleld 8. Parkham was run
! Karely do we get so roach rain in
an
'ice going to Ocean Park fora
class (b) at South Andover, Maine, and )ver
ω fell in that lergth of
The Qrnnd Trunk Strike.
; twenty minutes
and killed by bis borae drawing a
!
more.
or
week
May
other vacancies as they may occur at
time in the «bower uf Saturday afterloaded oart at Cape Porpoiee.
the situation m affected by the
heavily
Locally
that office, unless it shall be decided in
The roads rmo brooks, and on
noon.
Λ
Mr. Parkham waa driving home when
strike of conductors and trainmen on tbe
log of the Democratic County
the interests of the service to fill the
was done as well
hills
some
the
damage
house
court
hi* horae, frightened by the dropping of
C'iti.
wax held at the
Grand Trunk baa changed very little for
The comreinstatement.
There was some lightι package from the tailboard of the
Ttrr. .V .it which there were preseot as a lot of good.
The only important vacancy by
tbe paat week.
office
at
this
of
the
postmaster
ning and a little hail, some quite large feature of it baa been tbe spiking of tbe pensation
be
ie committee quite a number of
team, ran away. Mr. Parkham, leaning
last
fiscal
the
for
was
was
no
$121
Here
year.
stones falling.
to atop
damage
the ι. >.i 11^ Democrats of the county.
main line switches, and the patrolling of
jver, tugged on the relna, trying
Age limit, 21 years and over on the
done by it, but towards Number Pour the tracks
by the section crews, men be- date of the examination, with the ex- the frightened animal. He waa pulled
to
a
was
hail
there
ν
Hill
the
and
damage ing kept on all night for this purpose.
ne Oxford bear, though only
enough
iown between the whiffletree
that in a state where women are
kir·
.eted considerable attention at the corn and other crops.
team and died inatantly when the team
This is on account of tampering with ception
declared by statute to be of full age for
He was
the ■·'
η Tuesday morning.
He leaves a wife and
over him.
the switches and other acts of interfer"I've got my bam so full of bay that I
all purposes at 18 years, women 18 years paaued
fr
the wild animal man, of North
jne child.
ence which have occurred at oertain
farmer
said
a
the
the
examination
can't work
carrier,"
of age on the date of
Wat.
t, and waa crated for a journey
Saturday, "and two more fields to cut places. bas been a rumor that traffic on will be admitted.
Dr. Weir S. Mitchell of Philadelphia
U> 1 A
There
vet.
I've filled up the place that 1 was
Applicants must reside within the baa arrived at hla aummer home In Bar
the Norway Branch waa to be resumed
office
for
this
tix
for
the
to
ch'ckens
Mr
m Α. II tines, the veteran travmy
post
up
going
territory supplied by
Harbor. As usual be will be busily enby thia time, but tbe fact has not materi- which the examination is announced.
wa<
eling
-i, who has been coming to this winter, and (he scaffold where I
gaged in writing during the summer.
moved
has
been
Some
alised.
freight
The examination is open to all citiiens He has just returned from an extended
»ilUv'.· r more than a quarter of ft Cen- going to put two acres of oat· that are
M.
W.
ChandStation
to Norway,
Agent
tura
.λ the
of the United States who can vomply trip In Canada. Although well along in
gue*t of J. P. Richardson about ready to cut, and where I shall
on as conductor
Thui> iy, leaving for Boston on the put the rest of my bay and oata I don't ler of Norway being put
with the requirements.
inveterate
an
fears Dr. Mitchell Is
has
but
no
that
for
attempt
purpose,
know." And that is not a very unusual
fraio Krutay morning.
Application forms and full informa- mountain climber and pedestrian. There
to
run tbe passenger train.
made
been
condition this year.
tion concerning the requirements of the Is hardly a square foot of the island thst
Nothing to tind
▲II passenger trains have run on the
M.-, Fanny Chapman waa given a fault abont in that, for our bay crop is
examination can be secured from the be has not oovered at some time or other
bethe
trains
most
of
main
line,
through
■»
home
Monday really our biggest asset. The weather
lurpr
at South Andover or from In his walks, and the geography of the
party at her
somewhat late, and some freight has postmaster
ever
ν the member* of her Sunday
has been good for baying, and the hay is ing
the U. S. Civil Service Commision, island Is fully known and familiar to
moved.
Sch«„, ciass and the superintendent, in
D. C.
A number of his best known
him.
good shape as a rule.
Tbe strike ia now in tbe stage of Washington,
Dr (. L. Buck.
Miss Chapman was
Applications should be properly ex- novels bave been written at Bar Harbor
Rev. Chester Gore Miller preached his claims and counter-claims, statement· ecuted and filed with the Commission at
Refreshments
with a book.
prenenduring the summer.
«ère s -ved, and the evening was plefts- last sermon at the Universalis! church and counter-statements, by both sides,
within 7 days before the
is hard to determine its statue. Washington
ant.v
on Sunday, and left with bis family on so that it
ut.
An Interesting character Is Samuel
date of the examination, otherwise it
and of coming
will oelebrate bis
Monday for tbeir new home in Montana. Rnmors of settlement and
may be impracticable to examine the ap- Giles of Aurora, who
have
firemen
tbe
A party which is spending the present
strike·
in
engineers
by
one hundredth birthday In a few weeks.
They are to be on a ranch at Huntley
to the foundation for plicants.
*ee'* a? ( amp Concord is composed of
as
but
been
rife,
miles
from
seventeen
be prairie country,
Last fall be told his son to get up a large
U. S. Civil Sebvice Commission.
Geo. U Morton and family, K. A. Heid- Billmgs, and only a short distance from them there is much uncertainty.
lot of cord wood for him to saw atid
oer ar.,i
The engineers1 strike was not in eviHotel Stable Burned.
family, Paul Ramsdell of Cari- two tranacontinental railway lines. Mr.
split through the winter, as he did not
bo
Mr. and Mr·. Herbert Deuni- Miller and his famiy bave made many dence Monday morning, and little belief
The stable oonneoted with Hotel want to rust out. Mr. Giles bas a won*"b λ ο ι1
rethree sons of Harrim>n. Mr. friend· here whose best wishes will in it «««ma to be cherished.
Twltchell at Andover was destroyed by derful memory and at the annual
Denui*«>n in traveling nalesmau for the follow them on their journey, and who
of
fire Thursday afternoon. The flre was unions of the Giles family he Is one
Pwis Manufacturing Co.
1s the prinolpal speakers. His talk is along
hope that Mr. Miller may find the imOver for Awault. discovered at 1:45 ρ M., but Its oause
Bound
Laoigan
in health that be is seeking.
not known. A quantity of hay and sev- the lines of history, and bis recollections
and Mrs. William Culbert left provement
Thomas Lanigan of Oxford was arrest- eral harnesses and
with the church here ha·
carriages were lost. take him back nearly or quite 05 years.
*ith a small party of friends for Camp His pastorate
with
Uole
Jailer
ed
charged
Monday by
continued only for a period of seven
wife of the proprietor, Mr. Giles has been twice married sod Is
Own!,.y Saturday for a week's outing. months, but bis originality of style, assault with intent to kill upon James Mrs. Twitchell,
all
made her way through the smoke to re- the father of nineteen ohildren. And
Tii-y anticipate a glorious time, particuappeared lease a horse,
ability and earnestness as a preacher H. Glover of that town. It out
with muoh danger to her- thla la what makea him a remarkable
lar y
e younger people who are looking
tLat
have secured for bim large and increas- from the evidence brought
obaraoter. He says that after he celeself.
forwj- ; i,, the event with great anticiLanigan, somewhat under the influence
ing congregations.
water service and good work by brates bis hundredth birthday be wants
Oood
pai >dn. Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Richardson
of liquor and quarrelsome, went into
tbe firemen prevented extensive damage to die, as he can see no particular object
*■· "no also as soon as this
party return.
Glover's barn and attempted to have outside the stable, though the shed be- In living any longer.
Oxford Pomona Excursion.
left
Glover
trouble with the proprietor.
H ynQ should happen to notice, in any
tween the house and stable was badly
An invitation has been extended to all
A good story comes from the Fernslde
him in possession of tbe barn, but Laniand Dr. Twltohell's garage
P*rt of n,|H paper, that Tuesday is the Patrons in Oxford County, and their
damaged,
bouse
at
Glover's
later appeared
Farm, Norrldgewock. Mr. Fuller,
Dairy
gan
tir*' la, of August,
several
times.
to
on
fire
was
entitled
you are
friends, to visit Higbmoor Parm on tbe with a club, and after that had been
the proprietor, sold a six weeks old pig
of
95000,
was
insurance
an
truth
There
The
about
it.
doubts
This
is
farm
the
b»*eyt>itr
13th of Auitust.
bought taken away from him made threats of
who Uvea across the
in "oiy thst
which Is reckoned as much below the to Charges Jones,
by one of thoae error* which last year for experimental purposes in
Kennebec from the Fernslde Farm and
killing and secured a rifle. The rifle loss.
*
» raetimes occur in the best régulât·
with
and
and
corn,
potatoes
It
orcharding
waa taken away from him by other
only a short distance below; so while
®"1 printing
rtioe*, a portion of this the different grains. It lie· on the
and was fonnd to be cooked.
la probably not mora than a half mile as
Items of Interest.
»*ue bears date of
Aug. 1 instead of Parmington branch of tbe M. C. R. R., parties,
two
like
There was a hearing Wednesday bethe crow flies, It Is something
Aujç. 2.
fourteen mile· from Lewiatoo. The train fore
tnlles or mora around by the way of the
Judge Jones of the Norway Municiwho want· to
scientist
careful
Some
leave· Lewiaton at 9:50 ▲. m., and
Court. M. L. Kimball, Esq, appear
The pig waa taken to Mr. Jones' by
road.
The special insect pest just now in
pal
has found that
about 10 minute· earlier. Re- ed for
but no testimony on bo do tbe world much good
and put Into a pen from whloh It
Lanigan,
•Silence i* the fall web worm. Thii Auburn it leave·
wagon
Higlimoor at 3:40 r. u., half of the defenoe was offered. Judgi a caterpillar eats β,000 times its own escaped a little later. Mr. Jones' family
ba* a xpecial fotidue·· tor fruit tree·, but turning,
a month.
in Lewiaton at 4:12.
Jone· bound Lanigan over in tbe sum of weight in
turned ont to find the little fellow and
by o<> means conduce .ts attentions tc arriving
A round trip ticket on this route can f1000. He has not seoared b«il.
traced It to the liver near the house;
Canada is growing more
tàein. Ir has not in previous yeari
for
atatioo
either
at
fiftj
most people In tbe country realize. Last here the pig evidently contemplated the
*"rke<J to any Urge extent in this vil- be bought
15th.
the
until
cents,
good
more
month
lage. This year it is attacking the elma
building permits were problem for a time as the tracks led up
LIFE ON PANAMA CANAL
On the G. T. R. R. tbe regular Ion
in Winnipeg than In San Fran· and down the shore for quite a distanoe,
toil some other varieties of shade and
rate ticket in ose on Saturday can b< has had one frightful drawback—mala
the water. Mr. Ful<*n»aiental tree·.
I cisco, and more Id Toronto than In St. bat finally took to to
1
had. Partie· in thia section can savt ria trouble—that has brought sufferln] Louis.
and found that the
ler waa telephoned
Hon James S. Wright waa at Augusti something by driving to Mechanic Paili and death to thousands. Tbe gernu j
had arrived at bis old home seem
pig
1
naki
cause chills», fever and ague, biliousness
Children teething often suffer from Ingly none the worse for bis swim. The
FM'lav as counsel for Albert B. Sanborn and taking the electric· which
I
o' Hiram in his
oonnection with tbe Maine Centra 1 jaundice, lassitude, weakness and genera Cholera Infantum, Diarrhoea, or some question arise· m to bow the pig arrived
petition for pardon be· olose
foi
fai
'
taken
Bitters
never
be
Basket· should
Db. Seth at the faota In regard to the location.
«"re the
form of bowel Complaint.
debility. But Bleotrio
governor and council. Sanborn in Auburn.
will be furniahed al to destroy them and cure malarii 1 Abxold's Balsam is the best remedy.
an assault with a revolver upoi ! dinner, bat ooffee
bottles
"Three
oompletel; Warranted by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
trouble*.
E. Wilson of Hiram, and waa sen tbe farm.
The frlenda of Lisais 8. Davis In Nor
Interested In fruit growinj > cured me of a very severe attack ο
woced to ooe year io
people
j vil at Auburn
way and violnlty will be glad to knoa
Paris
ο I
letters
at
South
ex
Advertised
Fret
as
Wm.
A.
post
farm
now
writes
well,
this
visit
but was afterward
just
malaria,"
that a long and expenalve litigation bai
by or<!er o# the gov- abould
of varions kinds are bein| ί Looama, Ν. C., "and I've had goo< I office Ang. 1 :
ernor removed to the
been settled in her favor by an honorablt
jail at Augusta périmants
Cur· Stomach
Miss Bate·.
tbe condition of th< > health ever aince."
note
and
started
'or
She haj
and able lawyer of Norway.
pardon was headed bj
i"i"OG
Misa Winifred Han ton.
r,
|; again noose year 1 Liver and Kidney Troubles, and proven t
"'
Wilson.
No one appeared io oppo tree· and then visit
Mrs. MUlel.
possession of bar real aetata in Denmark
Aaals E. Walker (card).
Typhoid. SOo. Guaranteed by V. A
"tioa, and the pardon waa granted, U later and again note the condition.
aleo bank book in Portland.
Β. B. Whitman A Oo. (oard.)
J. A. Robxbts.
Shurtleff A Co.
t»ke effect
Vashti.

NORWAY.

Oxford, in the aum of one thonaand dol
lara, for action of the grand jury.
CapU M. P. Stilea ia in Portland to
the week attending to hia Portland busi

SATURDAY, JULY 30th,

j

neea.

Mr. and Mra. V. W. Hllla are viaite<
the week by Mr. Hilla' father

during

Warren Hilla, from Union.
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Seven of Law
rence, Mass., are the guests of Dr
Nevers' parente, Mr. and Mrs. A. J
Nevera. They made the trip in the!

auto.
Mra. Alice Maraton ia with her aiate
in Rumford for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Hosea Abbott, during
tbe absence of Mr. and Mra. John A
Woodman, are atopplng at the Wood

cottage, "Camp Kingfisher."
Some one haa suggested a lake cam!
In past years the;
val tbia summer.
have been great. Why not?
Mrs. Herbert H. Hosmer, at tbe C. M
man

G. Hoapital, Lewiston, la recoverlnj
from a surgical operation.
Tbe plank aidewalks on Bridge am
Water Streets have been replaced wit!
gravel walks.
The Hahhith Snhool it the Μ. Ε
church enjftyed an outing at Gibson'i
Grove Saturday.
Frank Faunce and wife and Hngl
Pendexter, wife and non, will enjoy tb<
first two weeks in August at The Isle ο

at

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE'S,
Norway,
Reading by

STABILITY

Lamplight

equipped eo that you
hours
can employ the evening
to best advantage?
Reading and working with the
«yes unassisted by proper glasses
is a TASK to many. It is a pleasAre yoa

Capital, Surplus, Undivided Profits and Stock-

giaeees

Springe.

ynu with a
that will make

S.

BANK

NATIONAL
MAINE.

NORWAY,

OF

Other factors are:—38 years of successful
banking; direction and management based on
principles of conservatism and financial responsibility ; the strictest supervision ; and
frequent thorough examinations.
With every assurance of security and good
service, we invite your account

RICHARDS,

SOUTH PARIS.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

MAINE.

NORWAY.

OF

BANK

NATIONAL

NORWAY

THE

FOUNDED
1872

Clean·** and beautifies th« hair.
Pruinou* a lniuiiant fruwth.
Hover Pal la to Bettor· Orty
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Cart* tea!ρ diwaaei k hair falling.

many ohangea apparent.
Mrs. Charles Willey of Westbrook
IOe.and»ljUOat DrnghH
visited ber Norway friends recently.
Mrs. H. W. Carter and daughtei
Lillian of Providence, R. I., are the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Ranger.
Etta Noyes and sister, Mrs. A. T,
Hair
and
does
Dandruff
Bennett, are at Poland camp ground foi When
several weeks.
Grows Abundantly.
The meetings at the Advent tent on
Parisian Sage, America's greatest bair
Fair Street are well attended.
will keep you looking yoang
restorer,
Philaof
Mr. and Mrs. Cbas. G. Blake
and attractive.
delphia are visiting at Capt. W. W.
It is guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff &
Wbitmarsb's on Bridge Street and with
to make bair grow, and stop falling
Co.
Island
at
Rock
and
Dr. Thompson
family
to cure dandruff Id two weeks; to
hair;
weeks.
some
for
of the scalp almost inwere

of over $155,000.00 form
factor in the stability of

NORWAY

THE

pair of
reading

and close work a pleasure to you.
Consult us about your eyes.

S. Jason Marr lias ao far recovera
from hia fall at the Jewett place aa to be
He la very lame bu
on the atreet.
otherwise all right.
Eugene F. Hayden and wife anc
George Richardson and family are a
"Hayden Villa1' for the week.
Chester Merrill of South Paris wil
take Mr. Faunce's place in the Ε. Ν
Swett shoe atore during August.
Mrs. Etta Hobbs, for some weeks tb<
guest of her sister, Mrs. J. A. Harding
has returned to her Haverhill, Mass.,
home.
Asa Aldrich made his Norway friends
He went to Haverhill,
a call this week.
Mass., fourteen years ago. He aaid then

very

a

OUR PATIENTS.

equip

Liability
important

holders'

ure to

Let us

Maine.

=

=

=

Officer·

Women Grow Younger

Director*:

and

C. I. HOLT. V-PR1SI0INT.
·. I. ANDREWS.

Ο. N. TUBB8, Pmiidint.
H. D. SMITH, CAtHIIR.

L^sTeU-UNOS^' ! eOU™

P. W. SANBORN.

"■'··

I. N. Blackwood of Westbrook died stop itching
suddenly this week of diabetes. stantly.

very

is the most invigorating,
bair dressing
or greasy, it
Editor F. W. Sanborn haa been with
makes the bair soft, luxuriant and bandbis mother and alster and family at
women
some; it is especially praised by
Meredith Center, Ν. H., for the week.
Parisian Sage
who love beautiful hair.
returnhave
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith
is for sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co. at
ed from Vinalbaven where they have
The girl with
50 cents a large bottle.
visited Mark Smith.
the Auburn hair is on every bottle.
Mrs. Hattie Packard has returned from
a visit with her daughter, Mrs. Lena P.
hotick.
Gray at Rockland.
In tbe District Court of the United States for the I
In Bankruptcy.
Louise Mahoney of Peabod.v, Mass., Is
of
Maine.
District
the Kueet of Mr. and Mrs. George De- In the matter of
)
> In Bankruptcy,
ARTHUR J. FOSS,
vine.
of Bumford, Bankrupt. )
J. Foe·, In tbe
Arthur
of
creditor·
To
tbe
on
the
In cutting through Rines Hill
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Maine Central excavation, at Augusta,
Notice la hereby gtven that on the 30th day of
Foes
sections of sewer, gas and water pipe July, A. D. 1910, the said Arthur J. first
and that the
One of these pipe lines waa duly adjudicated bankrupt,
were uncovered.
be held at the office
will
his
creditors
of
mooting
was found to be of wood, covered with of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South Paris,
D. 1910, at 10 o'clock
tar and in a perfect state of preaerva- on the l?th day of Aug., A.
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditor*
tion. It was a portion of the first water
a
may attend, prove their claims, appoint
works system laid 47 years ago.
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
such other buMneaa as may properly come before said meeting.
THE BEST HOUR OF LIFE
South Parla, July 30,1910.
WALTER L. GRAT,
is when you do some great deed or disReferee In Bankrupts*
This hour
wonderful fact.

Myrtle Blackwood, assistant in the Nor- satisfying Sage
and pleasaut
way High School, was bis daughter.
It is not sticky
made.
Parisian

cover some
came to J. R
when he was

Pitt, of Rocky Mt., N. C.,
suffering intensely, as he

ever bad, I
aays, "from the worst cold I
then proved to my great satisfaction,
and
Cough cure
what a wonderful Cold
Dr. King's New Discovery is. For, after

taking

one

bottle, I was entirely cured.
a
say anything too good of

Tuu can't
medioine like that." It's the surest and
best remedy for diseased lungs, Hemor-

rhages, LaGrippe, Asthma, Hay Fever-

any Throat or Lung Trouble.
Trial bottle free. Guaranteed
Shurtleff & Co.

50c., $1.

by

F.

To the Honorable Board of County Commissionof
ers for the County of Oxford and State
Maine:
Tbe undersigned, selectmen of Stoneham, In
represent
■aid county and state,
that the boundaries of a certain piece of high·
of the road neir
way, leading from the forks
VA Fred L. McKeen, to the Lovell
ICOlUCUW) of
IUO
the residence
Τ A.«||
·.
town line, on the road leading to North Lovell,
and request that your
be
ascertained,
cannot
Honorable Board define the limits of said road
between the aforementioned points.
8toneham, Maine, June 37,1910.
GEORGE A. BROWN, ) Selectmen

these times when it seems everything is
to
growing higher and higher in price, is it not a relief
hear of FALLING PRICES Ρ

During

OUR SUMMER STOCK OF SUITS TO
BE SOLD AT LIBERAL REDUCTIONS.
$5 off

$3 off

oo a

oo a

$20

$15

» va

»

w,
a

a.

oo ao

$2 to $2.50 off

$13 Suit.

Boys' and Youths' Suits 50c

to

$2.50

$18

on

or

$16 Suit.

$10 and $12 Salts.

less than formerly.

Odd Trousers—Worsteds, Woolens, Outing, Khaki, Cotton,
25c, 50c, 75c, $1 reduction from regular.
Straw, Panama, Crash Hats included in sale.

19c·

Take
to us all.
These are times of economy. £1 saved means considerable
and at the same
accoant of stock; perhaps we can help you save several dollars,
time your family will be dressed as you would desire.

INVESTIGATE.

respectfully

mr

or

$4 off

Suit.

CO.,

NOYES

H.

F.

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS.

of
WILLIAM ADAMS. J
SETH W. JOHNSON, ) Stoneham.

A.

[SEAL.]

Born.
In South Paris, Jaly 39, to tbe wife of Geo
A. Do ran, a daughter.
In Norway, Jul; 24, to the wife of Harold An-

derson, a daughter.
In Greenwood, July 29, to the wife of Franclt
Cole, a daughter— (Llszle Edna).
Married.
Roston, July 23, Mr. Pliny M. Mower ol
Wlnchendon. Mass., and Miss Ethel B. Klddei
In

of Pern.
In Bethel, July 16, by Rer. W. C. Curtis, Mr
Frank J. W heeler and Miss Mina F. Hebbard,
both of Shelburne, Ν. H.
In BHrtgton, Julv 28, Mr. Irving Ernest Perry
Adams ol
of Not way, and Miss Siva BeMrlct

Brldgton

Died.
South Paris, July 16, Roe η a Elisabeth,
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Wentzel, aged
S months, 10 day·.
In Parts, July 29. infant son of Mr. and Mrs,
Abel Huotarl, aged 1 month. 14 day·.
In East Hiram, July 18, Edgar L. Flint, aged
In

daughter of

66 years.
In Canton,

July 29, Mrs. Huldah J., wife ol
John Manwell
In Norway Lake, July 28, Frank E. Wood.

STATE OF HAIHE.
COUNTY OF OXFOBD, se.
Board of County Commissioners, May session,
1B10; held by adjournment June Ï8,1910.
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory evidence having been received that the petitioners
are responsible, and that inquiry Into the merits
of their application is expedient, It is Ordkbcd,
that the County Commissioners meet at the
Post Office at East Stoueham, in said County,
on Thursday, Sept. 8, 1910, next, at ten of the
clock, A. M.. and thenoe proceed to vie* the
route mentioned In said petition; Immediately
after which view a hearing of the parties and

WHY
people investing their
BONDSP

CORPORATION

LAGE

at some con·
their witnesses will be nad
such
and
in the vicinity
venient place
the
In
taken
premises
measures
other
And
as the commissioners shall judge proper.
it Is further Okdeked. that nonce of the time,
meeting
place and purpose of the commissioners'
aforesaid be given to all persons and corpora-

BECAUSE

of
tions Interested, by causing attested copies
said petition, and of this order thereon, to be
Stoneof
Town
the
of
Clerk
the
served upon
bam, and also posted up In three public
three woeks
places in said town, and published
successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newsin said County of Oxat
Paris,
paper printed
ford, the first of said publications, and each
of the other notices, to be made, served and
of
posted, at least tuirty day· before said time
meeting, to the end tnat all persona and corporashew
and
cause,
there
appear
tions may then and
If any they have, why the prayer of said petitioners should not be granted.
CHABLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
ATTHT
A true copy of said petition and order of court
thereon.
CHABLKS F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
Αττββτ

the best MUNICIPAL
the market to-day that are
netting 4 per cent
From the last block of these bonds that we

they

bonds

bought

$900

are
on

00

of Boston

of them left.

parties,

we

Now is the time to buy when
ing at PAR and Interest.

only

have

they

are

sell-

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

P. A. Shurtleff & Co.

many

are so

VILmoney in the SOUTH PARIS

PARIS.

SOUTH

MAINE.

TOILET ARTICLES
that will add to your comfort these hot

days.

other leading Toilet Waters.
at various prices. BYLO
all
makes,
TALCUM POWDERS,
is one of the best, 25c.

COLGATE'S, HUDNUT'S and

TOILET SOAPS, SPONGES, FLESH, TOOTH, HAIR
AND NAIL BRUSHES.
In fact, whatever you need for the Toilet you will find in great
variety and of the best makes

N.

Dayton Bolster Co.
New Line of

WALL PAPERS
is oow

At the Pharmacy of

F. A.

Academy. All We Want
1910

1804

Hebron

Colby fitting sobool. Certificate right
Tbree
to otber New England college·.
course·—College, English, Scientific.

Twelve instructor·. Stnrtevant Home
accommodate· 70 girla. Atwood Hall,
new, Barrows Lodge and Cook Oymnaaium accomodate 125 boys. AU dormi·
torlea under the supeifisloj of inetrnota few.
ora. Room· in private honaea for
Hebron
An*
Expense· moderate.
atndent from jonr section will be glad
to tell you where to go to school tbii
fall.

Term

begins Tuesday, September

Write for ea'talog.
Address the Principal,

! W. E.
MI

y

targe

SHURTLEFF & CO.,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

is to have

You Look at

Our Lace Trimmed Collars at 9c.
Our All Silk Ribbon ai 19c.
Our White Belt·, pearl buckles,
at 15c.
Our Ladies' Undervests at la I-sc.
Our Ladies' Night Robes at 69c.
Our Bath Towels at 1a i-ac.
Our All Linen Crash at 10c.
Call and see these goods, they are
13.
regular price·.

SARGENT, a£S!:

Merritt Welch,
124 Main Street,

NORWAY,

MAINS.

ready.

line of

RUGS AND
ART SQUARES.

LINOLEUMS
dining room and
chambers. Are sanitary and
We have a
wear like iron.
large line. Call and see them.
for kitchen,

A new stock of

LACE CURTAINS
AND PORTIERES.
The sale of Wall

Papers

at

half-price is oft'.
Carpet cleaner

We have the American Vacuum

35

South Paris,

MARKET SQUARE,
-

-

CASTOR 1 AC*—™™

Ik· KM Ym Bifi Atwqs Baaght

<L—r1—,
;WJmrnC

?

to

sell

or

to let.

Maine.

Free!

Free!

-

THE LAND OF
PUZZLEBOM.

Free!

-

KINEO RANGE.

A KING

No. 1000.—Initial Puzzle.
Alone, I am something we all attain.
With C, I can wild beasta restrain.
With P. 1 attend on queen or kinsWith R. I angry passions bring.
With W, I earn ray dally bread.
With S. I've wisdom In my head.
No. 1001.—Buried Poet·.
1. Does a cow perplex her mind with

philosophy?

HOMEM AXEES COLUMN.

î

to solicited. Address : Alitor
Couth*, Oxford Demoormt, 8outh Paris, Me.

For the Picnic Basket.
Whatever shortcomings may be oharged to the household management of today, it must be admitted that the mothers and older sisters who have in charge
the preparation of the pionio basket
have worked out a plan which is not only
pleasing to all concerned bat is a great

I
Y

How a Man Assisted a Runaway Pair and What
Came of It AU.
γ

^Si

(jMtyfr

AUGUSTA.
BANGOR.
PORTLAND.
the BANGOR DAILY NEWS, in 223
1U10,
1,
the
ending
May
year
During
studeuts of this institution accepting poiesuee, gave ON Κ or MORE instances of
Free
No payment in advance.
sition*. Our Position Department can help you.

Catalog.

L.

F.

*3»

Prisioint.

SHAW.

LOVERS OF MUSIC
will find perpetual pleasure
No musician
from our perfect pianos.
but is
one
no
but admires them ;
interested in the price.

saving of their own time and energy.
They have found that it is not necessary
to spend two days of hard work in a hot
kitchen preparing an elaborate meal for
the coming holiday. In plaoe of the oldfashioned "picnic dinner" whioh was
much too sweet and much too rich, they

We will g^ve you
at the same time.

No. 1004.—Double Decapitations.

coustitutiouals

MAINE.

SEWING
MACHINES.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,
South Paris.

£25

of A" ^'nt's f°r

I nmhar

LUlllUCl

Building Purposes.

AUTOMOBILE.
PUBLIC

Answers.—1. Freeze, free.
bug, hum. 3. Piece, pie.

BOILER.

FIDELITY BONDS.

HOUSEHOLD

AND

AND

HEALTH.

When you need some "Insurance
to hear from you.
I will be

PERLEY
PARIS.

In

When in want of

anything

MIND!

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware,

Our

Sheathing Paper,

Floor Faints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Hoqm Paints,
Barn Faints,
Boof Paints,

Wagon

Faints,
paints include Impervious,

Linseed Oil,

Varnishes,

Turpentine,

Liquid Filler,

Heath «λ

Milligan,

Brushes.

and Sherwin-Williams.

j

of all roofings. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't
try imitations.
The kind that lasts. |
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order.
Kegu'ar sizes of doors io stock. Have your veranda screened in.

Paroid

Roofing—The best

We sell wire screen

Wheelbarrows—We

Telephone

have

a

cloth, spring hinges,

Ac.

few tiret class wheelbarrows.

Call and see them.

j

sell ''Columbia Ignition Batteries" the

nd Electrical Supplies—We
oest for automobiles and telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Soutti

—

Wool
to close out odd

ON

ParlH.
A FULL STOCK OF

—

Carpets
patterns and clean

Harness,
Blankets,
Fly Nets,

Chas. F.

9

NORWAY,

MAINE.

hey?"

Can show you Suit Cases from 90c

$7.00.

W. 0.

Frothingham,

South Paria,

Maine.

is.

you are

With the

*ggs come

handy

getting good for the

high price of

in these

meats,

days, don't

in crates."
"Wow! Did you ever bear the story !
>f the incubator cbiok? It's not out yet."
"That will do, sonny. Did you ever
iear the story of the oold porridge?.
iVell, it's on you!"
There was an unexpected tilting of a
lish and the young man with the Iron
iheek was showered with oatmeal.

"No, they

Suit Cases.

to

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

"My, but

Bags,

up stock.

that was especially suited to my
taste. 1 started out before breukfast
i was
for half an hour's exercise,
moving along Ht a four mile au hour

pened

a bend In the road.
1 came face to face with a young man
and a young womun. The mau curried a small vulise, while the girl held

gait wheu. turning

a

tight grip ou a tiny bag.
"I beg pardou, sir," said the

mau,

"but does this roud lead to G.?"
"Yes, but you must turn to the right
wheu you come to the first intersecting road. Then you turn to the left

the next, cross u bridge"—
"Are there any short cuts?"
You can leave the road Just
"Yes.
nbove here aud cross a field; then, havwood
ing passed the bridge, there is a

at

through which"—

a

heart?"

"Une moment. Have you
"A heart! Of course I have."
"Theu 1 beseech you to help a pair
of lovers to escape from the persecu-

tion of—
"A
tyrannical, contemptible, old
curmudgeou of a father?"
This young lady is the
"Worse.
ward of un uucle who to gain her
sent
property for himself was to have
her today to a lunatic asylum. 1 haveBut It is a long story. We must go

Will you help us?"
"1 should think so. I know the way
I'll pilot you and by
to the stution.
the shortest possible route."
•Oh. sir," exclaimed the girl, raislug
her eyes to heaven as if to give thauks,
me
"if you will do so you will save
from a madhouse. 1 shall soon be mad
If I am shut up amoug those
ou.

myself

creatures !"

I

]

just enough

NUT AND

oome

While this brief dialogue was lu
progress the man dashed down under
the bridge aud thrust his valise betweeu au ubutuieut and the tlooring;
! then, rejoining us. we all weut on
through the wood.
"1 should think," I said to him, "that
If they are after you they would head

by cooking chopped figs 1

water to hold them toget her. To the paste add half the quantity of chopped and seeded raisiue, or,
if preferred, chopped nut meats; then
epread on rounds of buttered brown
bread and form into sandwiches.
Id

ORANGE

MARMALADE SAND-

WICHES.

almond-

!

you off at the station."
"1 ifever thought of that." he replied. coming to a halt, then after a

Shell and blanch a dozen
Put these together with a dozen English pause:
waluut meats, through a nut grinder.
"What do you advise?"
Mix them with a cupful of orange mar'Tlease help us," pleaded the girl
malade and spread on slices of thin but- "I)o
somethlug to save me from that
tered bread, either white or graham.
You are so muc'
AFTER DINNER CRACKER8 AND CHEESE.

Mix soft cheese to a paste with
olive oil and season with salt and red
pepper. Spread on thin crackers and
brown in the oven. Serve cold.
DEVILED EGGB.

Select good fresh eggs that are at least
twenty-four hours old and boll them for

twenty minutes. Remove from the boiling water, crack the shells slightly and

move

Lunchroom Repartee.

natlnee.

Trunks,

Form a paste

immerse in cold water. When coldi rethe shells carefully, cut the eggs
in halvee, put the yolks Into a bowl,
mash fine and mix with salt and pepper
No. 999.—Word Square: Plant. Wver, to taste and enough mayonnaise dressing
to form a stiff paste. Refill the whites
aviso, nests, trees.
of the eggs with this mixture, plaoe each
conclimatic
two halves together and pack in lettuce
chaoges try strong
Quick
stitutions and cause, among other evils, leaves in a box lined with oiled paper.
nasal catarrh, a troublesome and offenAUNT JANE'S APPLE iAUCE CAKE.
sive disease. Sneezing and
snuffing,
Cream together one cupful of sugar
roughing and difficult breathing, and
the drip, drip of the foul discharge into and one cupful of butter or pork fat,
add one-half teaspoonful each of
and
the throat—all are ended by Ely's Cream
Balm. This honest remedy contains no cinnamon, cloves, nutmeg and salt, rot
oocaine, mercury, nor other harmful in- one teaspoonful of soda into one cupful
gredient, The worst cases yield to treat- of sour apple sauce and beat well. Mix
ment in a short time. All druggists, all together and add two cupful· of
)0c. or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren flour and one cupful of raisinr dusted
with flour. Bake for forty-five minutes
Street, New York.
In a moderate oven.
The young man with the iron cheek
entered the quick-lunch room and seated
bimself at the third table.
"Belinda," he called familiarly, "yon
look fresh this morning."
"Not half aa fresh as some others," retorted the pretty waitress with an elevation of ber nose.
"Well! Well! Have you oalf brains?"
"If I did yon wouldn't order them,
for you have an oversupply new."

I HAVE ON HAND

A LOW PRICE

Charles

YurnaS.
No. 990.—Word Building: R. or, roe,
rote, voter, covert, coveter. corvette.
No. 997.—Metal Puzzle: 8U1-V-R, silver; Oee-old, gold; lead; eye, run, iron.
No. 998.—Geographical Puzzle: 1. Es2. Monroe (mon. row). 3.
sex (SX).
4. Oneida (one eye dar).
Columbia.
7. Oswego
0. Ulster.
5. Rock-land.
foes. we go). 8. Seneca. 9. Saratoga
11.
10. Erie (eary>.
(Sara toga).
12. Broom (e).
Dutchess (Dutch 8).
18. Fill (l>-ton. 14. Warreu.

in our lines give us a call.

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

FIG AND RAI81N SANDWICHES.

Words: 1. CrlaP. 2. IlandsomE. 3.
tJ.
4. ltapturE.
5. Lemult.
AneuT.
9.
8. KlangsU.
7. SofA.
EuveloP.
12.
11. OnU.
10. NeitbeR.
InstllL.
8ahlB. 13. LathE. 14. EfTusioN. 15.

MAINE.

Keep

j£jAS£j

caulster.
No. 995.—Double Acrostic:
Klngsley. Peter Paul Itubeus.

that Protects',

RIPLEY,

F.

2. Hum-

Key to Puzzledom.
No. 903.—Hidden Fish: Salmon, shad.
1. FliUu, bugNo. 994.—Charades:
humbug. 2. In, jury—Injury. 3. Cat,
4. Can. eye, stir—
a, log—catalogue.

BURGLARY.
ACCIDENT

hap-

minutes, until smooth and slightly thick- bridge. No oue will know where they
I'm
a hair sieve. are but us and this gentleman.
What president of the United States ened, then strain through
Cut half a pound of tender lean steak : sure we can trust him with the seIs represented?
into small bits and fry it in butter to a cret."
light brown, add the muehrooms and
"To be sure we can. 1 never saw a
Curtailings.
one-quarter of a pound of lean ham j more honest'countenance," the girl re1. Doubly curtail to congeal water chopped very fine; mix together, add a
"But. Edgar, darling. I can't
by extreme cold and leave tu have lib- pinch of powdered poultry seasoning joined.
leave my Jewels I have here in
2. Triply curtail a fraud and and stir in the sauce. Allow it to sim- ; bear to
erty.
mer for fifteen miuutes; let it cool and my bag.
Mother gave them to me on
leave the eoug of Insects. 3. Doubly
spread between small thin slices of but- j her deathbed. I'd rather keep them
curtail a scrup of cloth and leave a
tered bread. This is also a delicious with me. Once ou the train, I think I
pastry.
filling for small puff pasle cases.
cau conceal them."

LIABILITY.

BANK

morning something

j

INSURANCE

STEAM

one

j

L. S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

AND

But

\

Roofing, Shingles,
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.

EMPLOYERS'

godsend.

I

OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid

FIRE,

a

I

Send for Catalogue.

L. S. BILLINGS

immensely, but ufter

"Corne ou!" 1 cried.
"We linve stalked all ou this mgui,
POTTED CHEESE
said the ninu as we hurried along,
She does so hate to be shut ··.
forTrim off the rind from a pound of "this youug girl's liberty aud her
good, rich cheese, break it up small with tune. The fortune was paid to her
No. 1005.—Jumbled Veree.
have
a silver fork, and then mash it to a P®et®
I heav scodle ym skobo dan hlnded ym
guardian last night aud was to
in a bowl, using a wooden spoon. Woric ! been
teals
in bank today. Oh. that
deposited
into it gradually two ounces of butter
Dan thornw my clathes oscar* het tage,
villain!. But. with your kind help, we
that has been softened sllgbtly (It muet
Yin lochos si tou rof a sosane fo 6ter,
shall outwit him."
Nad won rof eht closho-romo I vole eht □ot be melted or
a
in
and
oily),
sprinkle
steb.
"I've been there myself." I said.
teaspoonful of salt, one-half teaspoonful
father deYm clohos-moor elle no eth wadome wted,
of paprika, a teaspoonful of caster suiçar, "My wife had money her
Wheer drune teh crevol eht eeambun·
a pinch of powdered mace and two tea- I sired to control, aud he acted a vllhied,
To this
best vinegar. Mix all
Rtiewe eth glon slven gllnc ot eth symao spoonfuls of the
(laiuous part in the matter.
rabs
very thoroughly together, press firmly ! very day I would like to throttle him."
into «mail pote and cover closely.
Natl tch sldUue wlnklet klle fl&nol rates.
Keep
"What we fear." the nmu went 011,
in a cool, dry place.
"is that the young lady's uncle will
we are
No. 1006.—Pictured Words.
POTTED VEAL.
get on our track, have what
once in
Cut one pound of veal Into small carrying taken from us, and,
never
pieces, and cook it very elowly until per- the meshes of the law. we may
fectly tender iu as little water as possi- recover it"
ble. When done, drain off the liquor
"But that is nothing," moaned the
and let the veal dry in a cool oven. Look
girl, "to being shut up in that dreadful
it over well to be sure there are no bits
: asylum."
of gristle or skin, and
put it twice I "Don't think of It, sweetheart," said
through a meat chopper. Then put it
"With this
into a bowl with two ounces of softened the mau encouragingly.
we shall
butter, mix well and pound to a smooth kind gentleman's assistance
paste. Add one teaspoonful of gra ed ι escape."
lemon peel, one teaspoonful of salt, a !
We were crossing the field I had regenerous pinch of powdered mace, a few ferred to when the man suddenly stopgrains of cayenne and half a teaspoonful
ped and listened. We could distinctly
of white pepper. Work the seasoning
hear the sound of a galloping horse
well through, then press into small pots,
of wheels.
and when it is perfectly cold, run a little aud rattle
"We
"Come ou!" cried the lover.
melted butter over the top and cover I
must reach that wood before our purtightly.
suers corne In sight of us."
QIPSY FILLING.
We hurried on. reached the edge of
j
Put one pint of stock broth into a etew the wood aud crossed a bridge. Then
nan with the liquor from a tin of preserv'the mau stopped again.
ed mushrooms, salt and white pepper to
"Gweiidoliu, dear," he said, "I'll tell
season well, and a tablespoonful of butWe'll hide the
we'll do.
ter rubbed smoothly into one tablespoon- you what
ful of flour. Let boil for two or three bonds and your Jewels under this

STANDARD

22!

y

A
roads it would relieve my eunui
foot pud or a runaway horse would be

HAM.

Cut one-half pound of lean cooked
ham into thin slices and pound it *mootb
in a mortar, add a pinch each of white
pepper and nutmeg a grain or two of
cayenne pepper and half a pound of
II.
fresh, soft butter. Mix the seasoning
And take a stroll through the field of and butter thoroughly with the ham
MMM
and put it into a potted meat dish or a
There, perchnnce, she'd meet her ·***·,
little melted
marmalade pot. Run a
And now the plun she muet give ····.
butter over the top to cover it completecover
and
III.
ly,
securely
keep in a cold
····
For all the yarns that you may
place.
She does not caro one little ···.

X

awhile longed for some one to eujoy
tliem with me. Then I thought that
if something would only happen to iuc
while rumbling along over the country

I.

mpney

2

*

POTTED

Y

SEAR LE

Association.

I
JT
Φ

i whh tn the couutry for my health
and. hs directed by my doctor, taking
long Hulks. At first 1 enjoyed my

FILLING.

SANDWICH

B.

Copyright, 1910, by American Press

A

The rain comes pouring down the ·····,
And pretty Ann Is in a ·***,
For she Intended to so **·.

COMPANY.

PARIS.

80UTH

you

save

&

TOLMAN

E.

C.

quality and

quer into to blink.—Youth's Companion.

By A.

Y

things

IttllJ bXljl Ilt'di)

î

::

1 Elopement |

to Um ladles
Correspondence on topic· of Interest
Bonniuu'

2. Did you see Mr. Locke at Sir Wilhave substituted a lunch that is well
liam's?
and as dainty
8. Do get up, Percy! It is very late. balanced and wholesome
and appetizing as one could wish.
4. No; I've not been to Ningpo, eireal
learned
the
meaning of
They have
ther.
the words· "holiday" and "picnic," and
or
a
dynamo
5. 1 do not understand
so, instead of using heavy dishes and
electric motor.
linen, they use paper or wooden plates,
6. Was old Mr. Tennys on the trolley paper collapsing oops and paper napas potato ealad and
kins. If such
car?
baked beans are included in the menu
they are carried in paper boxes or woodNo. 1002.—Word Building.
Àll
eu dishes lined with oiled paper.
Begin with one letter, add one letter are packed neatly in pasteboard boxes
each time, transiting if necessary to and there ie nothing whioh need be saved
form each successive word.
when the meal is over.
The simplifying of the picnic lunch is
1. A letter. -2. A nickname for a
boy's name. 3. A suug place of re- due largely to the evolution of the sandwhich has developed from a thick
treat. 4. To sever. 5. General tend- wich,
bun with a slice of tough meat in it to
0. Easily Impressed. 7. Offers.
ency.
the most delicate rounds aud triangles
8. Inhabitant. 9. A high executive ofof bread with the most delicious fillings.
ficial.
Nowadays sandwiches form the most important part of the lunch, for in them
are combined bread, meat, cheese, fruit,
No. 1003.—Added Letter Puzzle.
Add a letter and change a drink into nuts and numeious other things, which
in this form are easily prepared and can
a vegetable, a scheme into a piece of
be carried in the least possible space.
wood, a border into a small anchor,
Most people like a fruit drink at picoics
slim into to have ideas, a fish Into part
and this should be made very strong and
of a boat, a drink into a kind of wood,
properly diluted just before nsing. No
sick into to deprive of life, a color into picnic is complete without fruit, and
a cistern, the present time into to rec- olives and pickles are almost a necessity.
ognize, a curse Into side of a river, a The potted fillings mentioned below may
several days before they are
period of time Into u title, a meadow be prepared
which will save hurry at the
into a hole, part of a church into a needed,
last minute.
rascal, a comparative Into to feel
If the picnic is in your own grove and
into
substance
α
resinous
to,
grateful
there is plenty of help to carry the
fall
to
into
crime
gradually, things from the house, of couree a more
a want,
hurried into a degree, expressing de- elaborate spread might be desirable and
nial into part of a tree, small into a a freezer of ice cream may be added.
division of time, lately made Into |»er- But those going on an excursion know
that they will be tired euougb at the end
ceived clearly, to fasten into a color,
of the day without carrying home huge
Into
relations
to
hunt,
into
to perceive
baskets full of empty dishes.
a twist, a shelter into a plant, to con-

THE PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs' Variety
Store, Norway, Wednesday, November 23,1910,
at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo
Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask your
friends to begin to save this advertisement
for you.

^/ln

.%*

COCOANUT CREAM CAKES.

Beat two eggs, to which add gradually
cupful of sugar and beat until
smooth; then add In turn one cupful of
rloh cream, one-half cupful of
oocoanut, and three teaspoonful· of baking powder and one of salt sifted with
three cupfuls of flour. Set in a cool
place until thoroughly chilled, then
turr out upon a well floured doughboard, roll ont Into a thin sheet, sprinkle
with grated cocoannt, ont into shapes
ud bake In » quick oven.
one

PEACH ICE CREAM.
Put two pints of cream on to boll with
pound of sugar; when the sugar is dlslolved add two cupfuls of milk. Sweeten
ι iod mash two pints of soft, ripe peaches,
As u
itlr into the above and freeze.
>eglns to congeal stir in rapidly the
irell beaten whites of two eggs.—The

lousekeeper.

Cold applications

are

often of servloe

awful madhouse.
cooler than either of us. So much depends ou our getting away that wo are
in uo condition to think."
I became very much interested, not
inly from sympathy, but from the
brain work involved in assisting this
poor girl in maklug her escape. I always loved Intricate problems and

especially quick decisions.
"1 am living." 1 said, "at a farmhouse near by. I think you had better
come there with me aud keep dark till
you are supposed to have got nwey.
I think I can fix it no that your identity will not be known there, and to

under cover of the darkness,
you cau walk to B. and take α train.
Possibly 1 may furnish you with dis-

night,

guises."

"If you will do this," said the man,
"I'll bless you forever."
The girl seemed to be too much affected to «peak. She Impulsively seized
my hand and kissed It
Fortunately for our concealment, the
wood we were in extended to within a
hundred yards of the farmhouse where

1 was staying. I conducted the couple
to this rear point, and from there we
passed through a loug arbor covered
the
with grapevines and entered
house. I introduced them to the family as friends of mine who had come
to the country and were looking for a
boarding place. 1 took them both up
to my room, where they would not be
seen If nuy one should call to look fir
them.

After a brief conversation apart between the lovers the man came to me
and said that the girl felt the delicacy
of tier iMisitinn and thought they should
I concurred In this, for
lit· married.
I thought that marriage under the
law would >rlve him authority over his
wife In precedence to her guardian.
But on talking the matter over we all

concluded that to bring in a clergy·
man at so critical a period might give
the couple away. Indeed, they trembled during the day lest the family In
the house, knowing of their presence,
might reveal It to their pursuers.
I kept them In my room, and only
A man
once did they get a scare.
drove by In t buggy, stopped, and I

"Would it be any harm to deceive her! I η relieving cases of nervous headache,
,bout my age?" inquired the elderly ι tnd cloths wrnng out of 00I4 water are
! | ;enerally employed. A better plan la to
Billionaire.
i ] >nt a good-sized piece of Ice in a basin,
"Probably not."
"I'm 00. How would it do to oonfesa j »onr a little alcohol or bay rum over the
I ce and lay pieces of old linen upon It.
d80?"
If be bad
"I think your chances would be better ["he linen will thus beoome very cold : beard him ask the farmer
I ••eg an&blM tf two oM mn. wfcgg
ι rlthout being too wet.
rith ber If you olaimed 76."

Take

he described. The farmer said hp bad
not, and the man in the bupg.v drove

No
Chances

on.

When night came and the family In
the house had gone to bed, I looked
Inabout the house and, returning.
was
formed the couple that the coast
Before leaving they both exclear.
with
pressed thoir gratitude to me
tears In their eyes. The man begged
me to go to the bridge the next day.
to my
secure the valise and bring it

with your

Liver awl

advantages to
PRACTICAL EDUCATION leading

positions.

7ΗΪ

Write lor liberal Maple to
"I- F." MEDICINE CO.. Portl—d,

CORPORATION ACCOUNTING
COMMERCIAL LAW
COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC
RAPID CALCULATION

Season

Haying

great
some time thlnkiug of tbe pair pursuing their way through the darkness
so
and sincerely hoped they would l>e
far away before morning that pursuit
would avail nothing.
For my walk the next morning 1 had
I would go to the bridge,
an object.
secure the valise hidden there, bring
in
It to my room und keep it locked
fascimy closet. There is something

IS

and the

CLOSE

AT HAND

prospects

for

why

and
nating in possessing such a secret
so in having a treasure com
I wondered
mltted to one's keepiug.

buy the best, they cost
than the poorer machines.

no

We carry a large stock
and you can get one in
-tny d iy.
We also have

on

U.S.

hand
minute

By using a United States Separator.

hand the

They are

price

Grand Prize
The 1910

arc

tavern.

it.

assures

Interlocking Style

the cleane*t skimmer·, easiest running, most
washed and durable separator ever made.
'.'ear in and year out they run without a hitch, ever
We sell them, you need
never making trouble.

money,

Paris.

T.I1M.BDAVIS, Agent, South

South Paris, Maine.

"Ilauds up!"
Not having been used to tuts orner.
I was gaping around to discover where

cream

easily

Terms easy.

right.

being

U. S. SEPARATORS

A. W. Walker & Son,

voice:

when a

is

money earner»,

Pan-American World's Record proves it, Seattle

which we will set up against any
Cream Separator on the market.
there!
was
valise
No
work is perfection, the machine
The
somewhat
surprised.
was
I
I confess
and an
When they left me they had moved is low down, easily operated
No machine on
They tuusi easy one to clean.
away from the bridge.
have changed their minds und return the market will skim closer, and
the

us.

U.S.

Cream harvester

ed. Or had the treasure been discovered?
Reluctantly 1 left the place uud was
walking up tbe incline when I heard

Opens September 12, 1910.

SAVE ALL YOUR CREAM

I. H. C. Blue Bell

observe my move
ments, then went down and thrust
a pocket where I
my arm back into
hud seen the man put the valise.

no one was near to

hanrl„ome

Address Bliss Business College, Lewiston. Me.

on
a

Term

Fall

Line Leads the World

amount for which I was responsible.
hud
1 was ruther glad the young girl
There was u
held on to her Jewels.
the
trifle more responsibility even in
inter
bonds than 1 would, under less
to
esting circumstances, bave cared
take.
On reaching the bridge I looked
sure
ubout me and listened to make

our

catalog.

illustrated

Deering

The

what was the value of the bonds to
which the man had referred. I resolv
ed to make an inventory of everything
the valise contained in order thai there
should be no doubt about the exact

this coupon and you will receive

Tedder

or

not

more

us

Machine,

Mowing

especially

Mail

a good crop
If you need a

were never better.

Rake

LETTER FILING
CIVIL SE VICE PREPARATORY BRANCHES

BUSINESS GRAMMAR
LETTER WHITING

THE

right

the voice came from

SHORTH\ND
TYPEWRITING
REPORTING
W HO LES A LE ACCOUNTI N<,
DUPLICATING

TRANSPORTATION

Me.

securing a
influential

and

PUNCTUATION

COMMISSION
dealer'·.
large bottle, 36 ete. at your

in

profitable

PENMANSHIP

NATIONAL BANKING

Λ

interested

to

CURRICULUM:

OUR

bookkeeping

where we had been in the morning.
Then 1 went upstairs to my room,
not only feeling that a fine breach bad
been made in tbe monotony of my life,
to
but tbut I had done what I could
a
wrong. I lay awake for

a

those

untold

Offer»

Bow·!·

it should
room to keep for its owner till
be called for. I was flattered by the
confidence reposed in me and made
With this the
the desired promise.
neck
girl flung her arms around my
Then I put out the
and kissed me.
light, and. all of us moving on tiptoe.
I led them out into the starlight. They
started off in a direction away from

Business, Lewiston, Me.,

Maine's Greatest School of

Stomach,

bullet,

report, sang
This admonished me
over my head.
1 put
as to the meaning of the words.

«luickly by

followed

a

luy hands above my head.
A man with a drawn revolver ad
vanced from behind a tree and clap
ped a pair of handcuffs on me.
"Will you kindly inform me. sir." 1
asked, "what this means?"
"It means that you were looking foi
the swag

captured

before

daylight

yes-

terday morning in the —th National
1 suppose some of your pal*
bank.
have

Housewives know that

taken It."

Flour makes the

"Do you mean to tell me." I es
claimed, "that that eloping couple wen
bank robbers?"
"I don't know what you mean by an
eloping couple, but two cracksmen dis
guised as old men were given the pluu
dir.
They afterward changed theii
to represent a young man aud

the

"girl's" Jewels, they

were

N.

Dayton Bolster^Co.
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ANSTET&BTOKCO
William τει·^
PROBATE NOTICES.

FORD MODEL Τ PRICE $975

To all persons Interested In cither of tbe estate*

again.

hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, in and for
the County of Oxford, on the third Tuenday of
July, In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and ten, tbe following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby OBDKBKU :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Intereated, by causing a copy of this onler to b«'
three weeks successively in the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
I'arls, in said County, tgat they may appear at :t
Itumford or.
Probate Court to be held at
the thirtieth day of August, Α. I). 1910, at nine
of the clock In the forenoon, and le hear! tberton If they see cause :

"A Bad Speculation."
are penitents and penitents

There

pies.

For sale by

I spent several days in the care
of the polio, but finally on proving my
respectability I was released. The couple I had harbored were later on captured with the swag on them.
I returned to the city, having had
quite enou·. h of my doctor's method
for regain!"
my health. At auy rate.
I did not care to try

whitest

the most delicious cakes and

"Great heavens." I muttered to myself. "was that creature who was too
virtuous to be going about unmarried
with her lover a man?"
It was e\en so. I had l>een harboring
two desperate criminals who had got
As
away with $40.000 in bank bills.

myth.

lightest,

biscuits; good, wholesome bread and

disguise
a girl."

to

William Tell

Some are sorry that they did wrong;
others regret the unpleasant consequences of their evil deeds. Governoi
Barbour of Virginia once defended a
man charged with stealing a pair ot
shoes. The man was convicted. One

INCLUDING

|

TAIL la:
HORN, Τ
MAGNETO

GENERATOR
SPEEDOMETER
OIL LAMPS

TOP
WIND SHIELD
GAS LAMPS

published

day, years after, the governor was
standing conversing with several law- (•torge

Π. Hardy late of Paris, deceased;;
will and petition for probate thereof prison tod
Cota
K. iiardy, the exrcutrlx t cru Ι η
by
named.

yers lu front of the courthouse when
α man approached aud said he wished
to speak with him. They walked off
together, and the man asked:
"Squire, do you remember I once
hired you to defend me?"
"Yes."
"Well, squire, the taking of them
shoes was the worst Job I ever did. I

Flora E. Ρ amnion Into of Woodstock, deceased, will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Elmer 8. Hantmon, tbe executor
therein named.

Henry H. Barge·· Utc of Peru, deceased;
petition ti at John Iturgess or somo other suit-1

appointed

able person be
the estate of said deceased
F. Burgess, widow.

didn't keep 'em

a week. They put me
1 gave you the only horse 1
bad to defend me. My crop was lost
'cause I couldn't see to It, and then,
squire, they gave me thirty-nine lashes
at last. I tell, you, squire, It was a
bad speculation."—Youth's Companion

In

a*

administrator of
Emma

presented by

C. Caldwell late of Buckfleld, deceased; petition or license to sell and conreal
estate presented by Alfred T. Cole,
vey

Joseph

Jail.

administrator.

Albion L. Douglas· late of Dlxfield, de
ceased; petition tor allowance out of personal
estate presented by Florida E.
Douglass,
widow.
Orange F. Small late of Parts, deceased;
first account presented for allowance by
Robert O. Small, administrator.
Albion Ι» Dougla·· late of Mlxfield, deceased; petition for license to sell and convey
real estate presented by Florllla E. Douglass,
administratrix.

Th· Conductor'· Revenge.
A well dressed man entered an Orange street car the other day, according to a story that Is going the rounds
of the street car men, and handed the Etna K. Stone late of Boston In tbe Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased: second
conductor a ten dollar bill. The conaccount presented for allowance by Benton L.
ductor was unable to change it, aud
Swift, trustee.
he let the mau ride free. The next
ADDISON E. HERR1CK, Judge of said Court.
:
day the mau presented the same bill, 1 true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
and again the conductor was unable
to change it, for the man had evidentNOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
ly found a time when he would be
ias been duly appointed executor of tbe last
sure to cutch the conductor without !
vlll and testament of
ROSE M. BOW KER late of Paris,
much change.
of Oxford, deceased. All persons
η the
"I'll Ôx you," thought the conductor, lavingCounty
demand· against tbe estate of said deto present the same for settle<
are
desired
and be obtained $10 worth of nickels «asc<T
nent, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
and was ready for the man when next oake
Immediately.
pavment
OSCAR F. BOWKER.
July 10th, 1910.
day he flashed the bill. The man took
the matter good naturedly and soon
NOTICE.
left the car, his pockets fairly bulging
Tbe subscriber hereby gives notice that she
tas
been dulv appointed administratrix of
with the nickels.
1 he estate of
The conductor was more than pleasAL1IION R. BUCKNAH late of Paris,
ed with his coup until uext day, when > d the County of Oxford, deccaied. and given
xjnde as tbe law direct·. All person· having
he learned that the bill was worthless
eniande against the estate of said deceased
« re desired to present the same for settlement,
—Newark Star.

J

|

ad all Indebted thereto

are

requested

[

Scotch-Irish,

Rutledge,

{

J blacksmith

Shop

America."

to Rent

I will either hire a first-class black-

Keeping Hi· Word.

centrally

pillow."

ς outh

w

■L*

located and

doing

MILLETT,

Paris, May 13, 1910.
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pleasure

26,000 satisfied

of

demonstrating

owners

this wonderful
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of this Ford Model.

you.

Agents.

FLETCHER,

RIPLEY, Pari· Hill.

P. F.

FLETCHER. South Perls.
17-A.

H. 0.

Telephone
I

KILL THE COUCH

and

CURE

the

LUNC8

Dr. King's
New Discovery
w,th

FOR CoifS!18

AND ALL THROAT AND LUWQTROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OB XONEY REFUNDED.

From $1.00

to

$1000

60 YEAR8'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
TRADE MARK·

Dcsion·
COPVRIQHT· AC.

Anyone «ending
quickly ascertain
invention is probably patentable. Communie*
tloni strictly confidential. HAND BOOK on Patent*
«ent free, oldest iwency for ïêciïïing patent·.
Patenta taken through Muuu ft Co. receive
tV'ctal notice, without charge,ι. In th·
a β ketch and description mar
our opinion free whether an

Scientific JTmericatt.

A bandioraelr Uluitrnfed woeklf. IitffMt dr.
fulatlon of ar.'y «cleniifln Journal. Term*, S3 a
f oar month
ymri
ear: roar
month·, |L Sold by alt newsdealer*.

I® S Co
sflBCu OŒO0,

New York
CBt, Washington.

3β,Β"»ί·"·

(a6

r

oft on, D. <

Pulp Wood Wanted.

Delivered at any station on the
rand Trunk between Berlin and
ortland. Also White Ash bolts.

J. M. DAY,
Bryant's Pond,

;tf

nit h or rent my shop in South Paris
t< > such a one for the horse-shoeing,

"Mr. Dustln Stax said he was going g hop
Ιο retire with a fortune."
g ood business.
Whenever
"Be baa kept bis word.
H. P.
be goes to sleep be puts bis wallet

and bis check book under hit
-Washington Star.

Wanted

OR

have the

we

RIPLEY &

to make

ι «▼•nent Immediately.
MART £. BU KNAU.
July 19tb, 1910.
Scot* In American History.
It Is a noteworthy fact lu American
ORDER FOR
0PE< IAL PROBATE COV1IT.
history that of the four members of
Washington's cabluet Knox of .MassaSTATE OF MAINE.
chusetts, the only New Knglauder. was
( •XFORD, SB.
a Scotch-irishman, Alexander HauiilAt a Probata Court held at Pari·, in and for
tou of New York was a Scotch-French- « ltd County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday <>f
In the year of our Lord one thousand
uly,
man, Thomas Jefferson was of Welsh „ lne hundred ami ten.
It Is ilKBKBt Οκυκκκυ tint a special Prodescent, and the fourth, Edmund Ranate Court be held at Rumford, In and for aald
dolph, clalined among his ancestors ounty, on tbe thirtieth day of August, A. D.
the Scotch Earls of Murray. New York 1 no, at ten o'clock In the forenoon, In place of
ιβ regular August term at that place, when and
also furnished the tlrst chief Justice of
here all persona harlng business may appear
the United States, John Jay, who was a ad be heard.
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
a descendant of French Huguenots,
Judge of Probate.
Ν. B. Papers for notice eau be filed up to
while the second chief Justice, John
loth.
Jo S3
ugust
as Avere
mus

alee WUnon and Iredell, two of the
original associate Justices; a third,
Blair, was of Scottish origin. Johu
Marshall, the great chief Justice, was,
like Jefferson, of Scotch and Welsh
descent—Charles R. Hanna's "Celt In

May

Wore than

à 40 acre

Me.

FOR SALE.

cnc mile out from the villain,
telephone line, fccnerjr that fie<la the mind,
II that feed· the body. Route, ell, *h«l And
rn connected.
Spring that never fall·. Price
ΧΙΟ and no back talk.
Inquire of J. B. Masox, or tbe owner two
le» below.
j. u. IRISH.

farm,

Buckfleld, Me., Much 1,1M0.

loti

Variety Store.
Picture Prairie

Hobbs'

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings si

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty'
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
NictwIiSt.,

/
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